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ABSTRACT
Although additive manufacturing (AM) has revolutionized the manufacturing
industry through rapid and complex geometry fabrication capabilities at a fraction
of the cost, only a small fraction of the materials used for traditional
manufacturing are compatible with AM. Emerging applications in polymer AM
motivate the need for production and development of new materials with a
broader range of thermal and mechanical properties. Advancements in AM
have also led to new system development such as Big Area Additive
Manufacturing (BAAM) systems at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, capable of
processing high-performance thermoplastics and composites. As the application
space for three-dimensional printed components continues to grow, it is
necessary to identify appropriate processing conditions and expand the current
selection of high-performance thermoplastics and fiber reinforced composites for
AM systems. However, there is no formal process for designing, screening, and
evaluating the printability of these high-performance thermoplastics and
composite systems. Traditional polymer characterization techniques utilizing
thermal and rheological material properties have been effectively employed in
other polymer processing methods such as injection molding to identify suitable
processing conditions. Therefore, to expand the current high-performance
material selection for BAAM using industrial grade pellets, these techniques are
employed to establish the relationships between fundamental material properties
such as thermal and rheological properties and AM processing parameters.
Overall, this work is an attempt to expand the current selection of highperformance feedstock on large format AM systems such as BAAM using
thermal and rheological characterization techniques. This is achieved by
predicting their extrudability through the nozzle, quantifying the impact of
pressure transients on extrusion, and identifying appropriate processing
conditions for these materials to provide a basis for optimizing the use of current
high-performance materials as AM feedstock.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Motivation
Additive manufacturing (AM) has revolutionized the manufacturing industry
through rapid and complex geometry fabrication capabilities at a fraction of the
cost. For instance, the cost and lead-time of composite tooling are a major
hindrance to the application of composite materials. By switching from traditional
tooling methods to AM, the cost of tooling is estimated to reduce by 10 - 100
times and reduce the amount of time from concept to tool by an order of
magnitude [1]. These savings extend well beyond the manufacturing sector and
are trickled down into other sectors of the economy.
Despite the recent progress in material development for extrusion-based AM,
only a small fraction of the materials used for traditional manufacturing are
compatible with AM [2,3]. Emerging applications in polymer AM motivate the
need for production and development of new materials with a broader range of
thermal and mechanical properties. Advancements in AM have also led to new
system development such as Big Area Additive Manufacturing (BAAM) systems,
capable of processing high-performance thermoplastics and composites. BAAM
was developed by Cincinnati Inc in conjunction with the Manufacturing
Demonstration Facility at Oak Ridge National.
As the application space for three-dimensional (3D) printed components
continues to grow, it is necessary to identify appropriate processing conditions
and expand the current selection of high-performance thermoplastics and fiber
reinforced composites for AM systems. However, there is no formal process for
designing, screening, and evaluating the printability of these high-performance
thermoplastics and composite systems. Traditional polymer characterization
techniques utilizing thermal and rheological material properties have been
effectively employed in other polymer processing methods such as injection
molding to identify suitable processing conditions. Therefore, to expand the
current high-performance material selection for BAAM using industrial grade
pellets, these techniques are employed to establish the relationships between
fundamental material properties such as thermal and rheological properties and
AM processing parameters.
This work is an attempt to expand the current selection of high-performance
feedstock on large format AM systems such as BAAM using thermal and
rheological characterization techniques. This is achieved by predicting their
1

extrudability through the nozzle and identifying appropriate processing conditions
for these materials to provide a basis for optimizing the use of current highperformance materials as AM feedstock.
Extrusion-Based Additive Manufacturing Systems
AM commonly referred to as 3D printing, offers the ability to directly fabricate
parts with complex geometry from a 3D Computer-Aided Design (CAD) system.
To use extrusion-based AM systems, first a 3D solid model is created on any of
the several commercially available CAD packages such as Solidworks. The
model is then exported to a slicing software using the stereolithography (STL)
format, which breaks down the part into triangles. The STL file is then sliced into
many horizontally thin sections which represent two-dimensional contours that
the AM process then generates and when stacked on top of one another, result
in a part that resembles the three-dimensional part [4,5]. AM techniques have
evolved over time and can process materials such as polymers, metals, and
ceramics [4,6–9].
Fused filament fabrication (FFF) is the most common extrusion-based AM
technique used to make cheap prototypes mostly out of Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene (ABS) plastics and other amorphous thermoplastics [10]. The physical
process of FFF involves a thermoplastic filament such as ABS being fed into a
heating element where it then becomes semi-molten. The melt is pushed
through the print nozzle by the filament entering the heating element onto the
print surface. The newly deposited material is able to fuse with the material
deposited before because the extrusion is in a semi-molten state and it has been
shown that bonding between the layers by the roads is thermally driven [4,11–
13]. The print head moves in the X-Y plane depositing material based on the
geometry of the part while the platform that holds the part moves vertically in the
Z plane to start depositing a new layer on top of the previous layer. The quality
and strength of FFF parts depends greatly on the various process parameters
selected for part fabrication. These process parameters include bead width, air
gap, build temperature, and raster orientation [5]. FFF uses a variety of
unreinforced thermoplastics [4,12,13]. Those commonly used on the FFF system
are available in filament form from several vendors and these include ABS,
polycarbonate (PC), poly(lactic)acid (PLA), polyetherimide (PEI) and blends such
as PC/ABS and PEI/PC.
There are extrusion-based systems that do not rely on a filament to generate the
extrusion pressure such as direct write (DW) and large format AM systems such
as BAAM [14–18]. In DW, viscoelastic ink formulations are deposited via
extrusion through micro to sub-millimeter nozzles at room temperature without
the need to melt the material prior to, or cure immediately following deposition
[17,19,20]. DW ink formulations must possess sufficient yield stress and shear
2

thinning behavior so that they can be extruded through fine nozzles under
ambient conditions. In addition, after exiting the nozzle, these viscoelastic inks
must possess a high elastic modulus to maintain their shape after deposition
[17,19,21,22].
BAAM on the other hand, is a large scale polymer extrusion AM technique that
uses a single screw extruder to melt pelletized feedstock developed in conjuction
with Cincinnati Inc at the Manufacturing Demonstration Facility at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. The single screw extruder increases the deposition rate up
to 50 kg per hour, which is 200 times faster than conventional AM systems [14].
Using a pellet-based feedstock allows BAAM to leverage lower cost and standard
materials that are used in high volume production (e.g. injection molding,
extrusion, etc.). In addition, BAAM is capable of depositing materials that contain
significant amounts of fillers such as glass and carbon fiber reinforcements to
make high-performance composite structures such as demonstration vehicles,
molds, dies, and autoclave tools used to fabricate Tier 1 composite structural
components with very low void content (i.e. <5%) [1,23]. Compared to the neat
resin, fiber reinforced polymers increase the strength of the part by a factor of 4
to 7 times and reduces the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) by an order of
magnitude [24–26]. In addition, the build volume of the BAAM system can
accommodate parts that are 6 m long, 2.4 m wide and 1.8 m high over a wide
range of temperatures up to 510 C [27]. Reducing the CTE with the use of fiber
reinforced polymers minimizes the shrinkage as the part cools from the
deposition temperatures to ambient temperatures and results in significantly
reduced part distortion [24]. However, the presence of fibers in the polymer
matrix presents a processing challenge due to fiber orientation during flow and
modified rheology of the polymer system.
High-Performance Amorphous Thermoplastics in AM
The polymer AM market is growing and for the transition from prototyping to
production of end use parts on AM systems to be realized, the ability to
manufacture parts with desired thermomechanical properties needs to be
fulfilled. As a result, high-performance thermoplastics as well as their fiber
reinforced composites are of interest as feedstock for the BAAM extruder at the
Manufacturing Demonstration Facility, Oak Ridge National Laboratory due to
their superior thermal and mechanical properties [1,28–31].
High-performance thermoplastics are characterized by distinguishing features
such as high strength and stiffness, resistance to many chemicals, and
outstanding electrical properties [32]. They are also considered to have a shortterm heat resistance of 250 °C and can withstand long-term heat resistance of
160 °C. Some of these high-performance polymers include polyethersulfone
(PES), polyphenylene sulfide (PPS), polyphenylsulfone (PPSU),
3

polyetherketoneketone (PEKK), and polyetherimide (PEI). Compared to
commodity plastics, the base resins for these high-performance thermoplastics
tend to be more expensive.
High-performance plastics can also be classified as either semi-crystalline or
amorphous polymers. Semi-crystalline polymers have highly ordered molecular
structures attributed to formation of solid crystals having a definite geometric
form. Semi-crystalline thermoplastics are noted for very good electrical
properties, ability to withstand both high heat and severe chemical environments.
PPS and PEKK are examples of high-performance semi-crystalline polymers.
Amorphous polymers on the other hand, are devoid of crystallinity and are made
up of random entanglements of polymer chains. They are known for very good
mechanical properties (strength and stiffness) and dimensional performance.
ABS, PPSU, PEI, and PES are examples of amorphous polymers. The polymer
systems investigated in this work are neat and carbon fiber reinforced ABS, PEI,
and PPSU.
Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS)
ABS is the most commonly used thermoplastic in extrusion-based polymer AM
systems such as FFF and BAAM because of its excellent processability and
dimensional stability [25,26,33]. However, it has a relatively low glass transition
temperature (Tg) of 105 °C which restricts its use in advanced applications that
demand continuous use of printed components at elevated temperatures. ABS
is a terpolymer synthesized from three monomers: acrylonitrile, butadiene and
styrene (Figure 1.1). Each of the three monomers of ABS is important because
acrylonitrile contributes chemical resistance, heat resistance and high strength;
butadiene is responsible for the toughness, impact strength and low-temperature
property retention; while styrene contributes rigidity, surface appearance and
processability. The ratios of the monomers may vary and the manner in which
they are arranged to form the final polymer also tends to vary making the range
of ABS-type polymers quite large [34].
Polyetherimide (PEI)
PEI, commonly known as ULTEM™, holds great potential for high-temperature
AM applications [35]. It is mainly used to manufacture end-use products such as
high performance electronic parts and under-the-hood automotive parts due to its
enhanced rigidity at high temperatures [36]. PEI’s chemical structure consists of
repeating aromatic imide units connected by relatively flexible aromatic ether
units (Figure 1.2). This allows PEI to have a high glass transition temperature of
217 ºC [37], good melt flow characteristics, and sufficient high-temperature
stiffness [38]. Several researchers have used PEI in FFF applications to
manufacture components at deposition temperatures ranging between 330 ºC –
380 ºC [16, 25–31].
4

Figure 1.1. Chemical structure of the ABS terpolymer

Figure 1.2. Chemical structure of PEI
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Polyphenylsulfone (PPSU)
PPSU is the highest performance amorphous thermoplastic, made by
nucleophilic aromatic substitution between difluorodiphenyl sulfone and the
sodium salt of 4,4-dyhydroxybyphenyl with elimination of sodium fluoride (Figure
1.3) [32]. The biphenylene ether unit of PPSU markedly increases the impact
strength and contributes to ease of melt fabrication. PPSU is known for high
stiffness, good chemical resistance, flame resistance, and high Tg of 220 °C.
The high continuous use temperature of 205 °C allows applications in high heat
environments [32].

Figure 1.3. Chemical structure of PPSU

Use of Rheological Characterization in AM
When evaluating potential AM feedstock, understanding the melt dynamics is
crucial for identifying inherent material properties that are necessary for potential
AM feedstock [39]. Rheological characterization of polymers can provide
screening methodologies that prevent a costly trial-and-error approach to
evaluating potential feedstock materials [40].
Rheological studies help to understand the dynamics associated with the AM
process for polymeric materials in areas such as pressure driven flow through the
nozzle during extrusion, formation of a free-standing bead of adequate height on
the deposition bed, and ability of the bead to support subsequent layers
deposited during printing, and obtaining a quality bead with minimal void fraction
[28,31,41–43]. Since most of the thermoplastic AM process occurs in the melt
state, entanglement dynamics and microstructure can have significant influence
on the printability of the feedstock material. Stress relaxation tests are commonly
employed to observe the timescales at which polymer chains relax through shortrange and long-range thermal motions [44]. When entanglements hinder chain
relaxation, a stress plateau or rubbery regime is observed, for which the plateau
modulus is defined. The magnitude of this plateau modulus is related to the
6

molecular weight of polymer segments between entanglements; a property
unique to the structure of the polymer chain [45]. Beyond the plateau regime,
with sufficient time, terminal relaxation results in a total stress reduction. For
neat resins, an increase in molecular weight prolongs the stress relaxation to
longer time scales. Since time and temperature are proportional, the terminal
region may be entered with higher processing temperatures [46]. The added
complexity of filler reinforcement can lead to networks which must first be
destroyed to sufficiently reduce the stress. However, the buildup of a filler
network after flow cessation is much quicker than the buildup of entanglement
networks [47]. By controlling temperature, molecular weight, and filler
concentration, a polymer can exhibit significant shear thinning behavior from filler
network breakdown to allow extrusion through the nozzle, high zero-shear
viscosity within extruder torque limits, and fast filler network buildup to maintain
the shape of the deposited bead.
Existing Challenges and Research Objectives
As the application space for 3D printed parts continues to grow, there is a need
to expand the current AM material selection. However, only a fraction of the
materials used for traditional manufacturing are compatible with AM despite
recent advancements in AM [3]. The current limited material selection is a
motivation for production and development of new AM materials with broader
thermal and mechanical properties for various applications. The challenge with
this is that there is no formal process for designing, screening and evaluating the
printability of polymers as feedstock for extrusion-based AM.
Advancements in AM system development have also led to production and
utilization of extrusion-based systems such as BAAM that do not require a
filament and are capable of processing high-performance thermoplastics and
fiber reinforced composites. The BAAM system is capable of processing
thermoplastics up to 510 °C and the challenge lies in identifying the range of
temperatures at which high-performance polymer systems can be extruded at
high temperatures without degrading and compromising structural integrity.
This dissertation proposes extrudability guidelines and processing conditions of
high-performance amorphous thermoplastics and composites in attempt to
expand the current selection and applications of high-performance feedstock for
large scale extrusion-based AM systems. The major challenges in expanding
feedstock selection on AM systems and opportunities for valuable fundamental
input lie in;
1. Predicting successful extrudability of viscoelastic ink formulations and
polymer melts using a pressure-driven flow model.
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2. Characterizing and quantifying the occurrence of pressure transients
during extrusion using custom-design extrusion BAAM nozzles fitted with
a pressure sensor.
3. Determining the appropriate processing conditions of high-performance
amorphous thermoplastics and carbon fiber composites on BAAM using
thermal and rheological measurements.

Specific Research Objectives
With the main objective being to expand the current material selection for AM
feedstock by predicting material extrudability, measuring in-situ nozzle pressures,
and developing processing conditions, this work focuses on the following
research questions for the challenges discussed:
i. Predicting extrudability: Can a simple pressure-driven flow model be used
to predict extrudability on various extrusion-based AM platforms? Can
you relate experimental laboratory based measurements to real life AM
processes? This work is discussed in Chapter Two.
ii. BAAM system pressure monitoring in the nozzle: How do the transient
start-up pressures in the nozzle relate to steady-state pressures and
influence extrudability? How do pressure predictions from analytical
models and numerical simulations compare to experimentally measured
nozzle pressures? This work is discussed in Chapter Three.
iii. Melt processing conditions: Can thermal and rheological properties be
used to identify suitable processing windows for amorphous
thermoplastics on BAAM? How are key BAAM processing parameters
such as screw speed and deposition temperature influenced by a
material’s melt flow behavior? This work is discussed in Chapter Four.
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CHAPTER TWO
PREDICTING THE EXTRUDABILITY OF ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING FEEDSTOCK USING A PRESSURE-DRIVEN
FLOW MODEL

Introduction
Historically, AM has proven useful for making models and prototypes but the
number applications is increasing. In addition, the processes are developing and
improving to use specialized and high-performance thermoplastics. Developing
new materials and expanding the current selection of materials for AM systems
requires screening across all areas of the printing process, from material
selection to final part properties. A few research efforts have focused on creating
a formal process for designing, screening, and evaluating the printability of
polymers as feedstock materials across various extrusion-based AM platforms,
including DW, FFF, and BAAM.
However, the majority of efforts to establish material extrusion criteria and rapid
screening processes have focused largely on FFF [48–50]. In the FFF process,
the thermoplastic filament acts as both the piston driving the extrusion process
and as the material being deposited [4]. The filament is fed through motorized
wheels into a heated extrusion head where it is melted [49]. The pressure drop
in the liquefier influences the force required to push the filament [49,50]. The
primary failure modes tend to be filament buckling, inconsistent filament diameter
and annular backflow [8,48,50]. In the FFF process, a filament fails due to
buckling, when the pressure applied by the rollers exceeds the material’s critical
buckling load. Venkataraman et al. found that feedstock materials whose ratio
of the elastic modulus to apparent viscosity was greater than a critical value of (3
x 205 to 5 x 105 s-1) tend not to buckle while those whose ratio is less than this
range will buckle during extrusion [3]. Gilmer et al. built upon this by applying the
filament buckling analysis and incorporating flow and geometry considerations to
predict a material’s propensity to backflow using a dimensionless Flow
Identification Number [48]. A sensitivity analysis of their model indicated that
propensity to fail during extrusion is mostly due to fluctuations in filament
diameter and the degree of shear-thinning. Other approaches aimed at
expanding the applicability of FFF have focused on designing material extrusion
based feedstocks with targeted physical properties [51–54].
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Ramanathan et el. were the first to develop a general model for analyzing and
simulating the flow behavior of materials in FFF [55]. They modeled the melt flow
behavior of poly-ε-caprolactone (PCL) in the FFF flow channel using
mathematical modeling and finite element analysis (FEA). They studied the melt
flow behavior with the use of an accurate channel geometry and by varying
filament velocity at the entry, nozzle diameter and entry angle at the exit. They
observed that the flow behavior of PCL melt in the channel was influenced by
pressure gradient, velocity profile, temperature, and physical properties such as
the melt temperature and rheology. The results of their mathematical modeling
and FEA suggested that the pressure drop is higher when nozzle diameter is
smaller, and less pressure drop is observed when the nozzle diameter is larger
[55]. Several other researchers have since explored the deformation and melt
flow behavior of thermoplastic melts in FFF nozzles [56,57].
There has been some progress made towards modeling and quantifying the
pressure in the nozzle of an FFF printer during extrusion [58–62]. For instance,
Phan and Mackay determined pressure by monitoring the power needed to drive
the counter-rotating gears which grip the fiber and force it through the nozzle
[60]. The measured pressure drop data during printing was then used to
determine the extrudate temperature to ascertain heat transfer coefficients.
Coogan and Kazmer directly measured the melt pressure by incorporating an inline rheometer into the FFF printer [59]. They validated the accuracy of the
pressure measurements acquired by the on-line rheometer using offline
rheological measurement techniques such as rotational and capillary rheometers.
Advancements in AM systems development have led to utility of extrusion-based
AM systems such as DW and BAAM that do not need filaments. In DW,
viscoelastic ink formulations are extruded using a syringe at room temperature,
without the need to melt the material prior to, or cure following deposition
[17,21,63]. To design successful DW ink formulations, they must possess
sufficient yield stress and shear thinning behavior that they can be extruded
through fine nozzles under ambient conditions. In addition, after exiting the
nozzle, these viscoelastic inks must possess a high elastic modulus to maintain
their shape after deposition [17,21,63]. BAAM on the other hand, is a large scale
polymer extrusion AM technique that uses a single screw extruder and is capable
of depositing high performance thermoplastics and highly filled composites at
temperatures as high as 510 °C [18]. The BAAM extruder at the Manufacturing
Demonstration Facility was developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory, in
conjunction with Cincinnati Inc.
To advance rapid material screening across various extrusion-based AM
platforms, Duty et. al recently published a practical model for evaluating the
printability of polymer feedstock for three AM platforms namely DW, FFF, and
BAAM [41,64]. The proposed model uses viscoelastic properties of materials in
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a four- part framework to assess 3D printability. For a successful print, the first
criterion requires pressure-driven flow of the polymer through the nozzle.
Second, the deposited material must form a stable bead with the right geometry.
Third, the deposited bead must be able to support the weight of other
subsequent layers and bridge a free spanning gap. Finally, the AM printed
structure needs to be dimensionally stable during the transition to the final part
through cooling to ambient temperature.
In this chapter, the extrudability of high-strength epoxy nano-composites and
shear-thinning polymer melts is evaluated on AM systems using a pressuredriven flow model. The AM systems investigated include DW, FFF, and BAAM.
The extrusion criterion is modeled by calculating the pressure drop (P) across
the nozzle that is required to extrude the material and comparing it against the
system maximum pressure. In DW, the extrusion of epoxy nanocomposites is
calculated using the Benbow-Bridgewater equation for the flow of pastes since
these materials behave as Bingham fluids [65]. In FFF and BAAM, the HagenPoiseuille (HP) equation is used to calculate the required P for extrusion
because the feedstock behave as power-law fluids at the shear rates of interest
[50]. The proposed approach for predicting successful extrusion is demonstrated
with candidate materials such as epoxy/nano-clay ink formulations, acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene (ABS), poly(lactic)acid (PLA), and carbon fiber (CF) reinforced
polyphenylene sulfide (PPS). The key variables investigated include (1) the role
of viscosity modifiers on ink formulations used in DW, (2) the effect of varying
extrusion temperature on FFF systems, and (3) the effect of high CF loadings on
material extrusion in BAAM. Extrusion trials of the candidate materials on the
AM platforms validate model predictions.
Overall Objective
Develop a simple material screening methodology to evaluate the extrudability of
potential AM feedstocks to allow for a more rapid introduction of new materials to
AM.
Primary Research Questions
i. Can a simple pressure-driven flow model be used to predict extrudability
on various extrusion-based AM platforms?
ii. Can you relate experimental laboratory based measurements to real life
AM processes?
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Approach for Predicting Material Extrudability on AM Systems
The two models used to predict material extrudability; Benbow-Bridgewater
equation for DW systems and HP equation for FFF and BAAM are described in
detail in the following sections. Figure 2.1 illustrates the common extrusion orifice
geometries encountered in DW, FFF, and BAAM. The basic printing parameters
for each system are outlined in Table 2.1.
Modeling Pressure-Driven Extrusion in DW
High-strength epoxy nano-composites used in DW behave like Bingham fluids in
that they do not flow until a certain level of stress is achieved within the nozzle
that exceeds the shear yield stress. Above this yield stress, motion occurs and
the material flows [65,66]. The pressure drop for DW extrusion of a viscoelastic
ink can be calculated using the Benbow-Bridgewater equation for paste extrusion
[67]. Benbow and Bridgewater’s paste flow model has two parts: flow from the
barrel into the die land (P1) and flow in the die land (P2). The die land is the
region marked L in Fig. 2.1(a) of the DW system corresponding to the exit length.
The motion of the epoxy nano-composite from the syringe barrel into the die
entry region in Fig. 2.1(a) is given by;
∆𝑃1 = 2𝜎𝑦 𝑙𝑛 (

𝐷𝑜
)
𝐷

(2.1)

where 𝜎𝑦 is the uniaxial yield stress, 𝐷𝑜 is the barrel diameter, and 𝐷 is the die
land diameter. It is assumed that the barrel and the die land both have circular
cross-sections. This expression is applied to dies with abrupt contractions and to
dies with conical or tapered entries when wall friction is not thought to be
significant. In the die land, the paste is assumed to flow as a rigid plug that is
surrounded by a thin layer of lubricating liquid separating it from the wall, and
thus is described by;
∆𝑃2 = 4𝜏𝑦 (𝐿/𝐷)

(2.2)

where 𝜏𝑦 is the shear yield stress and is expected to be about half the uniaxial
yield stress, 𝜎𝑦 using Tresca’s yield criterion which predicts that 𝜏𝑦 is equal to
𝜎𝑦 /2 [67]. The Tresca yield criterion states that yield will occur when the
maximum shear stress on any plane reaches a critical value. The von Mises
criterion on the other hand, states that yield will occur when the elastic shear
strain energy density reaches a critical value and is equal to 𝜎𝑦 /√3 [68]. The
Tresca yield criterion is used because it is more conservative than the von Mises
criterion and it predicts a narrower elastic region, which can be safer from the
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Figure 2.1. Schematic illustration of typical extrusion orifices used in (a) DW and (b) FFF and
BAAM showing deposition parameters for these systems
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Table 2.1. Typical printing parameters for DW, FFF, and BAAM.

Print Parameters
DW
FFF
BAAM
Nozzle diameter (Dn)/Do 0.977
0.32
1.02
Nozzle length (Ln)
1.05
6.40
Exit diameter (De)/D
4.2 x 10-3
0.05
0.76
Exit length (Le)/L
3.00
0.15
0.86
Bead height
0.02
0.03
0.38
Bead width
0.04
0.62
0.84
Mass flow rate
2.78 x 10-3 0.002
5.40*
Maximum pressure
4.34
3.02+
6.89
(Pmax)
Volume flow rate (Q)
2.26 x 10-3 0.0063* 7.34*
*Material and temperature dependent
+Material dependent, values used are for PLA
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units
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
g/s
MPa
cc/s

design point of view [68]. The overall pressure drop in the DW system, is thus
given by;
𝐷𝑜
(2.3)
∆𝑃𝐷𝑊 = ∆𝑃1 + ∆𝑃2 = 2𝜎𝑦 ln ( ) + 4𝜏𝑦 (𝐿/𝐷)
𝐷
Modeling Pressure-Driven Extrusion in FFF and BAAM
The HP equation (Eq. 2.4) is used to calculate the pressure drop required to
drive a polymer melt in FFF and BAAM systems, and is given by [41];
∆𝑃 =

8𝜂𝑄𝐿
𝜋𝑅4

(2.4)

where 𝑄 is the volumetric flow rate, 𝜂 is the viscosity of the polymer melt at
extrusion temperature, 𝐿 is the length of the nozzle, and 𝑅 is the radius of the
nozzle. Equation 2.4 may be modified to calculate the required pressure to
achieve the desired volume flow rate to drive a non-Newtonian polymer melt
through the nozzle during extrusion. The standard HP equation assumes that a
liquid is incompressible and Newtonian while flow is steady, fully developed,
isothermal, and laminar. Other assumptions include: no slip occurs between the
wall and the melt, shear rate is zero at the center and maximum at the wall, and
the velocity is maximum at the center of the tube and zero at the wall.
To adapt the HP equation to predict extrudability of non-Newtonian, shear
thinning polymer melts typically used in FFF and BAAM, the viscosity of the
polymer melt as a function of shear rate is modeled as a power-law fluid using
Eq. 5 [39]. The power-law model is used in this study for simplicity and it
sufficiently describes the AM feedstocks across the range of shear-rates of
interest [39]. The power-law states:
𝜂 = 𝐶𝛾̇ 𝑛−1

(2.5)

where 𝑛 is the power-law index, 𝐶 is the consistency index, 𝜂 is the viscosity and
𝛾̇ is the shear rate. The power-law index, 𝑛, is a measure of the shear-thinning
behavior and typically varies between zero and one for thermoplastics. During
extrusion, the apparent shear rate (𝛾̇𝑎 ) at the wall (assuming no slip) can be
determined from the flow rate by:
𝛾̇𝑎 =

4𝑄
𝜋𝑅3

(2.6)

However, 𝛾̇𝑎 corresponds to Newtonian behavior with fluids that exhibit constant
viscosity. For shear-thinning fluids like polymer melts, the Rabinowitsch
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correction is applied to account for a non-parabolic velocity profile, and the true
shear rate (𝛾̇ ) for the power-law model now becomes;
𝛾̇ =

4𝑄 3𝑛 + 1
(
)
𝜋𝑅 3
4𝑛

(2.7)

Pass/fail criteria for pressure-driven flow during extrusion
Equations 2.1 and 2.4 are used to calculate the pressure drop required to
achieve the desired volume flow rate of a non-Newtonian AM feedstock through
the extrusion nozzle during deposition. According to the pressure predictions, a
given AM feedstock will successfully extrude if the calculated ∆𝑃 is less than the
maximum AM system pressure (𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) and will “pass” this condition if:
∆𝑃 < 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

(2.8)

However, if the calculated ∆𝑃 > 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 , the model predicts that the feedstock will
“fail.” In such instances, it does not necessarily mean that the system will clog,
but that the material will not be extruded at the desired volumetric flow rate [41].
The proposed pressure-driven model in this section, does not account for the role
that reinforcing fillers play during extrusion other than their effect on viscosity. A
secondary condition introduced in the printability model accounts for the potential
of fibers to entangle as they approach the flow restriction of the extrusion nozzle
and clog [41].

Experimental Methods
Materials
The epoxy resin used for DW is EPON826 epoxy resin (Momentive Specialty
Chemicals, Inc., Columbus, OH) with a density of 1.16 g/cc. 1-Ethyl-3methylimidazolium dicyanamide (VS03) with a density of 1.20 g/cc was the
curing agent used to initiate the chemical reaction required for crosslinking
(Basionics VS03, Sigma-Aldrich, Inc., St. Louis, MO). Garamite 7305 nanoclay
platelets (BYK-Chemie GmbH, Inc., Wesle, Germany) with a density of 1.60 g/cc
were used as the nano-scale filler material. The nano-clay readily disperses in
the epoxy and imparts the rheological properties (shear thinning and shear yield
stress requirements) needed for DW, enabling the fabrication of stable and fully
dense structures with good mechanical properties [17]. The ink formulations
were prepared following the matrix in Table 2.2 using a procedure detailed by
Hmeidat et. al [64].
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Table 2.2. Composition of DW epoxy/nano-clay ink formulations

EPON826 (g)

VSO3 (g)

20
20
20
20

1
1
1
1

Nano-clay
(wt.%)
10
12.5
15
17

17

Nano-clay (g)
2.33
3.00
3.71
4.45

Nano-clay
(vol.%)
7.47
9.40
11.36
13.35

For FFF, two commonly used and commercially available thermoplastics (ABS
and PLA) are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the model on the FFF
system. Both materials were obtained in filament form from Makerbot Industries.
The product and lot numbers for the PLA filament were MP05612 and 72175,
respectively while the production-grade ABS filament reel from MakerBot
Industries did not have the product or lot number. The filament diameter (d f) for
both materials was 1.75 mm. ABS is an amorphous thermoplastic with a Tg of
105 C. PLA is a semi-crystalline thermoplastic with a Tg of 60 – 65 C, melting
temperature (Tm) of 150 C. The Tg and Tm values were verified experimentally
using differential scanning calorimetry. The densities for ABS and PLA were
experimentally determined using an ultrapycnometer to be 1.0196 g/cc and
1.2157 g/cc, respectively. The melt densities for ABS and PLA utilized in this
study were 0.97 g/cc and 1.13 g/cc, respectively and were obtained from
literature [69,70]. The recommended extrusion temperatures of ABS and PLA on
FFF systems from the filament manufacturer is 230 C and 215 C, respectively.
To take advantage of BAAM’s ability to extrude high loadings of fiber-reinforced
thermoplastics, CF-reinforced PPS grades are used to evaluate the effectiveness
of the model. Three 3D printing grades of PPS, ELECTRAFIL PPS/F CF HS
3DP, containing 40%, 50%, and 60% by weight of CF were compounded and
supplied by Techmer Engineered Solutions in pellet form. The lot numbers for
the 40%, 50%, and 60% CF reinforced PPS grades used in this study were
TL1511018064, TL1507020701, and TL1511018066, respectively. Thermal
analysis of 40 wt.% and 50 wt.% CF PPS grades determined the Tm to be in the
range of 280 – 285 C [42].

Rheological Characterization
The rheological properties of the materials used to assess the pressure-driven
extrusion model were determined from measurements on a 25-mm parallel-plate
rheometer, Discovery Hybrid Rheometer-2 (DHR-2) from TA instruments (TA
Instruments, New Castle, DE). All measurements were conducted in air unless
otherwise specified.
Epoxy/Nano-Clay Ink Formulations
Oscillatory stress sweep tests were performed on all four DW epoxy/nano-clay
ink formulations at oscillatory stresses ranging from 50 to 5000 Pa with a gap of
0.5 mm and angular frequency of 10 rad/s. Oscillatory stress sweep tests are a
form of amplitude sweeps that are useful for describing the viscoelastic behavior
of pastes, gels, or polymer melts. During an oscillatory sweep test, the angular
frequency is held constant and the amplitude of the deformation signal
(oscillatory stress) is varied. The results of the oscillatory stress sweep test are
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presented as a log-log plot of the viscoelastic moduli (storage (G’) and loss (G”)
moduli) vs oscillatory stress. From this plot, the limit of the linear viscoelastic
(LVE) regime, a region in which the test can be carried out without destroying the
structure of the sample is first determined. Oscillatory stress sweeps are also
used to determine the yield stress, the value of the shear stress at the limit of the
LVE region, at which material flows. The ink formulations were pre-conditioned
at a constant shear rate of 0.01 s-1 for 120 s followed by an equilibration step for
120 s. The equilibration step is an approximate time in order for any structure to
build and/or sample geometry to come to thermal equilibration before data
collections begins. Tests were performed at ambient room temperature (~ 23
C).
PLA and ABS Samples
Small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) measurements of ABS and PLA were
conducted using commercial filament material. The filaments were chopped into
pellets, dried in a vacuum oven and directly melted onto the 25-mm aluminum
disposable plate fixture for testing. PLA was dried at 55 C and ABS was dried at
85 C for 4 hours each prior to testing. First, an oscillatory strain sweep test was
used to determine the LVE region of these resins. Similar to the oscillatory
stress sweep test described above, an oscillatory strain sweep is an amplitude
sweep test in which angular frequency is kept constant while the strain amplitude
is varied. The results of the oscillatory strain sweep test are presented as a loglog plot of the viscoelastic moduli (G’ and G”) vs strain amplitude. From this plot,
the limit of the LVE regime, a region in which the test can be carried out without
destroying the structure of the sample is determined. For ABS and PLA, the
strain amplitude was varied from 0.01% to 100%, and angular frequency kept
constant at 10 rad/s. Then, frequency sweep measurements to determine the
complex viscosities of these thermoplastics at various angular frequencies (628 –
0.1 rad/s) and extrusion temperatures were made. In a frequency sweep test,
angular frequency is varied, whereas the strain amplitude is kept constant. The
selected strain amplitude used is from the previously performed amplitude sweep
tests. The strain amplitude used for the frequency sweeps was 0.5% at 10 rad/s
for both ABS and PLA and the gap between the plates was kept at 1.5 mm.
Measurements for ABS were made between 190 and 250 C in increments of 10
C, while those for PLA were made between temperatures of 155 C and 220 C,
in increments of 10 C. A fresh batch of pellets was used for frequency sweep
measurements for each temperature.
CF-Reinforced PPS Grades
The process used here for the SAOS measurements is identical to that described
for ABS and PLA above. First, an oscillatory strain sweep test was conducted to
determine the LVE region followed by a frequency sweep. The applied strain
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used for frequency sweep measurements was 0.04%. Increase of CF loading to
the neat polymer matrix decreases the LVE region due to a phenomenon known
as the Payne effect, and so the chosen strain corresponds to the lower limit
obtained from PPS 60 wt.% CF [71]. The pellets were dried in a vacuum oven at
104.4 C for 8 hours, using the same drying conditions for extrusion on the
BAAM extruder located at the Manufacturing Demonstration Facility, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. The rheological measurements for PPS were conducted in
nitrogen at 370 C to mimic the BAAM print conditions and temperature of the
melt during deposition. An inert environment through the use of a cover gas
minimizes viscosity build-up during extrusion on BAAM [1,28].

Material Extrusion
DW
The epoxy/nano-clay ink formulations were loaded into 3-cc syringe barrels
(Nordson EFD, Westlake, OH) using a spatula. The protocol described by
Hmeidat et al. is followed to eliminate bubbles and amplify the pressure in the
syringe [17]. A 0.0422 cm-diameter straight Luer-lock syringe tip (McmasterCarr, Elmhurst, IL) was used to extrude all ink formulations. Each ink formulation
was used to print a bead that is 2 cm long, 0.0422 cm wide and 0.0211 cm high.
The pressure required to print a stable bead with comparable width and height
was manually controlled by varying the air pressure gauge. Increasing nano-caly
content was extruded with a target flow rate of 0.00226 cc/s, and the air pressure
was recorded. The stand-off distance between the substrate and nozzle tip and
the printing speed were held constant at 0.025 cm and 2.5 cm/s, respectively.
The cross-sectional area of the printed beads was measured using a VHX-5000
digital microscope (Keyence Corporation of America, Itasca, IL).
FFF
Extrusion of ABS and PLA was performed on a Lulzbot Taz 6 3D printer (Aleph
Objects, Inc., USA) at varying deposition temperatures and print speeds. A 0.05
cm diameter nozzle was used to extrude a free standing bead with a width of
0.062 cm and thickness of 0.03 cm. The dimensions of the extruded bead were
measured using a VHX-5000 digital microscope (Keyence Corporation of
America, Itasca, IL). Starting at 250 C for ABS and 220 C for PLA, the
extrusion temperature was lowered by 10 C until it was not possible to extrude
molten material through the nozzle at each print speed (0.05 cm/s, 0.08 cm/s,
and 0.13 cm/s). To verify the actual volumetric flow rate, Q, mass flow rate tests
were conducted as a function of print speed and extrusion temperature. To
obtain mass flow rate, material was extruded until steady flow was observed at
each given print speed and temperature, the extrudate was cut, and immediately
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a timer was started. The extrudate was collected for 150s. The mass of the
extrudate was measured and divided by the collection time. The mass flow rate
was then divided by the material melt density to obtain Q.
BAAM
Three grades of PPS containing 40%, 50%, and 60% by weight of CF were
extruded and deposited on the BAAM extruder at the Manufacturing
Demonstration Facility, Oak Ridge National Laboratory using a non-mixing single
screw at a nominal temperature of 338 C. All three PPS grades were dried at
104.4 C for 8 hours prior to extrusion. The BAAM single screw extruder
contains five heating zones and the temperature profile for these zones were set
at; 315.5 C, 326.7 C, 332.2 C, 332.2 C, and 338 C for the CF-reinforced
PPS grades [72]. All BAAM extrusion trials were performed at the Manufacturing
Demonstration Facility, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The temperature of the
melt stream was determined to be between 365 C and 383 C. A single elliptical
bead measuring 152.4 cm long, 0.84 cm wide, and 0.38 cm high was extruded
using a 0.762 cm diameter nozzle, and a screw speed of 300 revolutions per
minute (RPM). During BAAM extrusion, the screw speed controls the volumetric
flow rate of the material out of the extruder. The volumetric flow rate was
measured at screw speeds of 100, 200, 300, and 400 RPM by weighing the
amount of material extruded in 120s and dividing by the material melt density.
For these CF-reinforced PPS grades, the experimentally determined melt density
values at 370 C averaged 1.42 (+/- 0.03) g/cc. The melt density is calculated by
dividing mass of the extrudate from the capillary rheometer by the product of
extrudate collection time and volumetric flow rate. On a capillary rheometer, Q,
is a product of plunger speed and barrel cross sectional-area.

Results and Discussion
Rheological Characterization
Figure 2.2 plots G’ and G” as a function of oscillatory shear stress for the four
epoxy/nano-clay ink formulations; 10 wt.%, 12.5 wt.%, 15 wt.%, and 17.5 wt.%.
Overall, G’ and G” increase with increase in nano-clay content and G’ is higher
than G” especially at lower oscillatory shear stresses. This observed
phenomenon suggests that the inks display solid-like behavior at the low shear
stress region [17]. However, as the applied oscillatory stress increases above a
certain value, G’ decreases and becomes less than G”. The crossover point for
this transition defines the material’s shear yield stress (𝜏𝑦 ). Above 𝜏𝑦 , the inks
behave more liquid-like [22–24]. These values are recorded in Fig. 2.2 and
demonstrate that increasing the nano-clay content increases the shear yield
stress values. Similar behavior was observed by Hmeidat et. al using inks with
varying nano-clay content [17].
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Figure 2.2. Log-log plots of G’ and G” as a function of oscillatory shear stress for epoxy/nano-clay
ink formulations along with experimentally determined 𝜏𝑦 values
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Frequency Sweep
Frequency sweep tests were used to determine the variation of complex viscosity
with angular frequency at the temperatures shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. The
flow curves were fit to the power-law equation (Eqn. 2.5) to obtain 𝑛 and C
values. For both ABS and PLA, as the temperature decreases, the complex
viscosity increases. However, their rheological profiles are quite different as
described below.
ABS is shear thinning at all frequencies and temperatures (Fig. 2.3). The
calculated 𝑛 and C values for ABS are determined from a power-law fitting
between 10 and 628 rad/s (Table 2.3). 𝑛 increases with temperature while the
consistency index, C, decreases with increase in temperature. This behavior has
been observed in other polymer melts such as ethylene-vinyl acetate [73]. In
contrast, PLA exhibits Newtonian behavior at angular frequencies less than 10
rad/s for lower temperatures and extending to ~100 rad/s at higher temperatures
(Fig. 2.4). Regardless of temperature, PLA is shear-thinning above 100 rad/s
and the 𝑛 and C values are calculated by fitting the power-law in the region of
100 – 628 rad/s (Table 2.4). Like ABS, the power-law index, 𝑛, of PLA increases
with deposition temperature while C decreases with increase in temperature.
The complex viscosity as a function of angular frequency for the three PPS
grades at 370 C in nitrogen are shown in Figure 2.5. 𝑛 and C values were
determined by fitting the power-law over the entire curve from 0.1 to 100 rad/s
(Table 2.5). As the fiber content increases, the power-law exponent, 𝑛, becomes
smaller, indicating that CF enhances the shear-thinning effect of the composite
system. The complex viscosity of the PPS grades increases with subsequent
increase in fiber content at all angular frequencies. At the lower angular
frequencies (0.1 rad/s), complex viscosity of 60% wt.% CF-PPS is higher than
that of 40% by 2 orders of magnitude. At 100 rad/s, the complex viscosity of
60% wt.% CF-PPS is 19x higher than that of 40% wt.% CF-PPS and 4x higher
than that of 50% wt.% CF-PPS. The increase in viscosity creates a high torque
condition during BAAM extrusion as the screw speed must be increased to match
the desired flow rate. Similar complex viscosity patterns have been observed for
40% and 50% CF-PPS at temperatures between 300 C and 345 C in other
studies [28,42].

Extrudability Trials
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed pressure-driven extrusion
model in predicting successful extrusion, three key variables were investigated.
These variables are: (1) the role of viscosity modifiers on epoxy/nano-clay ink
formulations used in DW, (2) the effect of varying extrusion temperature on FFF
systems, and (3) how CF reinforcement impacts the torque of the BAAM system.
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Figure 2.3. Complex viscosity plots of ABS as a function of angular frequency at various extrusion
temperatures in air

Table 2.3. Experimentally calculated power-law 𝑛 and C values for ABS

Temperature ( C)
190
200
210
220
230
240
250

𝒏
0.272
0.321
0.369
0.409
0.443
0.471
0.492
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C (Pa.sn)
6.59 x 104
4.32 x 104
2.89 x 104
2.00 x 104
1.44 x 104
1.02 x 104
7.40 x 103

Figure 2.4. Complex viscosity plots of PLA as a function of angular frequency at various extrusion
temperatures in air

Table 2.4. Experimentally calculated power-law 𝑛 and C values for PLA

Temperature ( C)
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

𝒏
0.431
0.474
0.523
0.579
0.631
0.692
0.745
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C (Pa.sn)
2.15 x 104
1.38 x 104
8.57 x 103
4.95 x 103
2.67 x 103
1.53 x 103
8.32 x 102

Table 2.5. Experimentally calculated power-law 𝑛 and C values for CF-reinforced PPS

CF wt.%
40
50
60

𝒏
0.31
0.195
0.18

C (Pa.sn)
19911
171825
849586

Figure 2.5.Complex viscosity plots of CF-reinforced PPS at 370 C in nitrogen as a function of
angular frequency
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Effect of Viscosity Modifiers
Epoxy resins leverage the potential of AM to make lightweight composite
structures through DW [21]. However, they behave predominantly as viscous
liquids, in that their viscosity is independent of shear rate and their viscoelastic
moduli (G’ and G”) are independent of applied shear stress [17,63]. Recent
studies have shown that addition of small volume fractions of nano-clay filler
materials and short fibers to the epoxy resin imparts the rheological properties
such as shear-thinning and shear yield stress requirements needed for DW,
enabling the fabrication of stable and fully dense structures with high mechanical
properties [17,20,63,74,75]. The effect of viscosity modifiers on ink formulations
is explored further in this model to determine the maximum nano-clay content
beyond which extrusion on DW is not possible given the system limits.
To determine the pressure required to extrude viscoelastic inks on DW, the
Benbow-Bridgewater equation (Eq. 2.3) for paste extrusion, discussed earlier in
used. It treats the non-Newtonian behavior of the nano-clay ink formulations as
Bingham plastics where flow occurs once 𝜏𝑦 is exceeded. Table 2.6 shows
calculated pressure drop values for the four epoxy nano-clay formulations using
the Benbow-Bridgewater equation and the yield stress values shown on Figure
2.2.
The model predicts that all ink formulations except epoxy/17.5 wt.% nano-clay
“pass” and can be extruded on the DW system. Most of the pressure is
concentrated in the die land region (∆𝑃2) which is the narrowest part of the
orifice. Results from a series of extrusion tests on DW using the same ink
formulations further validate model predictions. The experimental values
reported in Table 2.6 are in close agreement with predicted model results.
During the trials, it was also not possible to extrude epoxy/17 wt.% nano-clay
because the pressure required to deposit the ink formulation exceeded the
system maximum and no material could be extruded using the 3-cc syringe and
air pressure gauge. Generally, during the DW print trials, the pressure that is
required to print a stable bead is manually controlled by varying the air pressure
gauge. In these print trials, extrusion of the epoxy/17.5 wt.% nano-clay
formulation using the 3-cc syringe was not possible because of the limitation
posed by the air pressure gauge. The highest pressure that could be reached
with this gauge was 4.34 MPa, which is below the pressure required to extrude
epoxy/17.5 wt.% nano-clay formulation. However, it might be possible to extrude
the epoxy/17 wt.% nano-clay formulation if a larger syringe and pressure gauge
are used. The Benbow-Bridgewater paste extrusion equation is thus a good first
approximation of the required extrusion pressure for inks used in DW provided
the material properties and system parameters are known.
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Table 2.6. Pressure drop predictions as well as experimental pressure values for epoxy/nano-clay
ink formulations on DW system

Nano-clay content (wt.%)
𝜏𝑦 (MPa)
Maximum pressure (MPa)
Model
∆𝑃1 (MPa)
∆𝑃2 (MPa)
∆𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (MPa)
Print Criteria
Is ∆𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 > ∆𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
Experimental pressure
values (MPa)

EPON
10
12.5
15
8.22 x 10-4 2.10 x 10-3 2.39 x 10-3
4.34

17.5
2.89 x 10-3

0.02
2.58
2.60

0.02
3.30
3.32

0.02
3.75
3.77

0.03
4.54
4.57

PASS
2.41

PASS
3.36

PASS
3.60

FAIL
-
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Effect of Temperature
The liquefier in FFF systems is central to the extrusion process because it is
where the solid filament is melted [49]. Successful extrusion through the nozzle
requires that the filament is in the molten state. The force required for extrusion
is highly dependent on material viscosity and nozzle geometry [49,58]. In FFF,
the filament acts as both the piston driving the extrusion process and as the
material being deposited [4]. It is fed through motorized rollers into a heated
extrusion head where it is melted [49]. Above the rollers, the filament is under
tensile stress and under compression between the rollers and the heater where it
acts as a plunger [49]. It is this compressive force that becomes the force behind
the extrusion process.
The force imposed on the filament by the two rollers is driven by a pair of motors
whose torque (Γ) and power to each motor (P) required for extrusion are
calculated using equations from Bellini [49]:
𝐹
∙𝑅
2 𝑟

(2.9)

𝑃 = 𝜔𝑟 ∙ Γ

(2.10)

Γ=

where 𝑅𝑟 is the radius and 𝜔𝑟 is the angular velocity of a roller. The filament is
assumed to be in constant contact with the rollers and the filament driving
pressure (Pf) is calculated using Equation 2.11;
𝑃𝑓 =

𝐹𝑓
𝐴𝑓

(2.11)

where 𝐹𝑓 is the force of the filament (RT shear strength x shear area) and 𝐴𝑓 is
the cross-sectional area of the filament.
The most common failure mode for FFF systems tends to be filament buckling
[50] and it occurs when the compression on the liquefier side of the feed rollers
places a limit on the feed rate. To ensure that the filaments used in this study do
not buckle, an approximate critical pressure of the filament is determined by
Euler buckling analysis [8];
𝜋 2 𝐸𝑑𝑓2
𝑃𝑐𝑟 =
16𝐿2𝑓

(2.12)

where 𝐸 is the elastic modulus of the filament, 𝑑𝑓 is the filament diameter and 𝑙𝑓
is the filament length from the rollers to the entrance of the liquefier.
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The theoretical limiting pressure for the FFF system is taken to be the material
dependent Pf and maximum pressure drop permitted for extrusion of ABS and
PLA used for this model is 2.65 MPA and 3.02 MPa, respectively (Table 2.7).

Table 2.7. Elastic modulus, tensile strength, and calculated pressures of ABS and PLA used to
assess the pressure-driven model

Elastic Modulus at RT (MPa)
Tensile strength at RT (MPa)
Buckling pressure (Pcr)
Motor Driving Pressure (MPa)
Filament Driving Pressure (Pf)
Limiting Critical Pressure (MPa)

ABS
2250
41.3
45

PLA
2690
47
48
4.79

2.65
2.65

3.02
3.02

The Hagen-Poiseuille equation (Eq. 2.4) is then used to determine the pressure
required to extrude polymer melts on the FFF system using viscoelastic
properties and experimentally determined Q values of ABS and PLA. The
material is said to “pass” if the HP predicted pressured drop is less than the
material dependent limiting critical pressure, Pf, used as Pmax for the FFF system.
Rheological measurements were performed between 190 C and 250 C for ABS
and 155 C and 220 C for PLA. From the melt flow curves (Fig. 2.3 & 2.4), a
decrease in the deposition temperature results in an increase in the viscosity of
the polymer which in turn, increases the pressure drop that the FFF system must
overcome for extrusion to happen at the desired volumetric flow rate, Q at
different print speeds.
From a predictive standpoint, the HP model predicts that ABS passes at all
temperatures and print speeds at which extrusion was achieved except at 200
C, 1.13 cm/s because the predicted P of 2.7 MPa at this given temperature
and print speed exceeds the 2.65 MPa material dependent limiting critical
pressure (Table 2.8).
Given the extrusion orifice dimensions, the nozzle region has a low shear rate
(~1 /s) and the resulting pressure drop in all cases is low based on the HP
prediction. By contrast, the pressure drop in the exit region of the die is at least
4x greater than in the nozzle region for any given temperature and print speed
(Table 2.8).
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Table 2.8. Model predicted extrusion pressure values at various temperatures and print speeds
along with Pass/Fail print criteria for ABS on the FFF system, Pmax = 2.65 MPa

Temperature (
C)
250
240
230
220
210
200

Temperature (
C)
250
240
230
220
210
200

Temperature (
C)
250
240
230
220
210
200

Pnozzle
0.05
0.07
0.11
0.15
0.22
0.31

Pnozzle
0.07
0.09
0.14
0.18
0.26
0.36

Pnozzle
0.09
0.12
0.17
0.22
0.31
0.42

Print speed: 0.05 cm/s
Model (MPa)
PASS/FAIL
Pexit
Ptotal
0.74
0.90
1.18
1.34
1.54
1.70

0.80
0.98
1.28
1.49
1.75
2.02

PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

Experimental
PASS/FAIL
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

Print speed: 0.08 cm/s
Model (MPa)
Experimental
PASS/FAIL Ptotal PASS/FAIL
PASS/FAIL
0.97
1.14
1.47
1.65
1.83
1.96

1.04
1.24
1.60
1.83
2.09
2.31

PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

Print speed: 1.13 cm/s
Model (MPa)
PASS/FAIL
Pexit
Ptotal
1.21
1.42
1.83
1.99
2.19
2.28

1.30
1.53
1.99
2.22
2.50
2.70
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PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
FAIL

PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
FAIL
FAIL

Experimental
PASS/FAIL
PASS
PASS
PASS
FAIL
FAIL
FAIL

Similarly, the HP model predicts that PLA can be extruded at all temperatures
and print speeds because all total P predictions are less than the 3.02 MPa
maximum pressure (Table 2.9).
However, the HP P predictions do not account for phase changes and nonisothermal conditions in the nozzle which result in deviation from the desired
throughput, affecting print quality. From experimental data, failure to extrude
manifests itself in the inability of the polymer melt to achieve the desired Q during
deposition at higher deposition speeds (0.08 cm/s and 1.13 cm/s). Extrusion of
ABS was attempted starting at a deposition temperature of 250 °C and lowering
the temperature of the Lulzbot Taz 6 by 10 °C to the lowest temperature at which
molten thermoplastic could be extruded. Experimentally, ABS material extrusion
was achieved at all print speeds and temperatures above 200 °C. Q values are
experimentally determined using the mass flow rate and material density values
as described in experimental section and results plotted in Fig. 2.6 and 2.7.
From Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7, it can be observed that as the print speed increases,
so do Q values for both materials at all extrusion temperatures. However,
material extrusion is not possible at certain temperatures and print speeds. For
instance, ABS extrusion is not possible at 190 C while PLA cannot be extruded
below 170 C. Melt flow is highly affected by material viscosity properties and
the pressure drop required for extrusion increases with viscosity. When the
temperature is low, viscosity of the melt is high and the pressure drop exceeds
critical value resulting in filament buckling [58].
At the lowest print speed, 0.05 cm/s, Q values for ABS and PLA are very similar
and are independent of extrusion temperature indicating that the desired
throughput is achieved. At the intermediate print speed, 0.08 cm/s, the desired
throughputs for ABS and PLA are achieved at 220 C and 190 C, respectively,
well as at the highest print speed (1.13 cm/s), the desired throughputs are
realized at even higher extrusion temperatures (230 C for ABS and 200 C for
PLA).
Failure to achieve desired throughput at higher print speeds (0.08 cm/s and 1.13
cm/s) exhibited by a departure from the plateau is considered an experimental
print “fail”. At high print speeds, the filament is not in the liquefier long enough for
it to fully melt at the extrusion temperature and for deposition to occur at the
desired throughput [58,60,61]. This results in an inhomogeneous temperature
distribution within the FFF system which is attributable to heat transfer limitations.
Therefore, although the gears in the FFF system continue to convey material
forward, the phase change from solid to liquid does not occur fast enough
[58,60,61]. This helps explain why ABS “fails” as early as 220 C when printing
at 1.13 cm/s, and 210 C when printing at 0.08 cm/s. PLA on the other hand
“fails” as early as 180 C at the higher print speeds (0.08 cm/s and 1.13 cm/s).
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Table 2.9. Model predicted extrusion pressure values at various temperatures and print speeds
along with Pass/Fail print criteria for PLA on the FFF system, Pmax = 3.02 MPa

Temperature
( C)
220
210
200
190
180
170

Temperature
( C)
220
210
200
190
180
170

Temperature
( C)
220
210
200
190
180
170

Pnozzle
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.06

Pnozzle
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.05
0.08
0.13

Pnozzle
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.07
0.11
0.16

Print speed: 0.05 cm/s
Model (MPa)
PASS/FAIL
Pexit
Ptotal
0.34
0.48
0.61
0.87
1.09

0.35
0.49
0.63
0.90
1.16

PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

Print speed: 0.08 cm/s
Model (MPa)
PASS/FAIL
Pexit
Ptotal
0.49
0.68
0.84
1.15
1.45
1.69

0.50
0.69
0.87
1.20
1.51
1.82

PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

Print speed: 1.13 cm/s
Model (MPa)
PASS/FAIL
Pexit
Ptotal
0.70
0.93
1.10
1.49
1.79
2.08

0.71
0.95
1.14
1.56
1.90
2.24
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PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

Experimental
PASS/FAIL
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

Experimental
PASS/FAIL
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
FAIL
FAIL

Experimental
PASS/FAIL
PASS
PASS
PASS
FAIL
FAIL
FAIL

Figure 2.6. Volume flow rate (Q) values of ABS as a function of print speed and extrusion
temperature on the Lulzbot TAZ6 FFF printer
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Figure 2.7. Volume flow rate (Q) values of PLA as a function of print speed and extrusion
temperature on the Lulzbot TAZ6 FFF printer
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Based on experimental observations, the true Pmax for ABS is close to 2.05 MPa
rather the material dependent critical limiting pressure of 2.65 MPa. This is
further verified by literature findings where typical P suitable for FFF processes
are in the range of 1 – 2.1 MPa [58] and this is true for the scenarios in which
ABS “passes” based on the HP P calculations shown in Table 2.8.
ABS is deposited across a range of temperatures from 205 C to 270 C
[15,26,76]. Higher melt temperatures foster better bonding between beads, too
high leads to degradation and when the temperature is too low, the polymer melt
within the liquefier is not uniform and pressure drop exceeds critical value which
results in filament buckling.
From an experimental standpoint, PLA “fails” at temperatures and print speeds
shown in Table 2.9, despite having Ptotal values that are less than material
dependent critical limiting pressure, Pmax (3.02 MPa). Like ABS, much of the
pressure required to extrude PLA is concentrated in the shorter exit region of the
die as depicted in Table 2.9. The shear rates in this exit region are much higher
(~500 -1000 /s) due to the smaller diameter, resulting in higher pressures in this
region than experienced in the nozzle region.
A few studies have modeled P for flow of PLA in FFF nozzles using analytical
equations and fluid flow simulations [58,59,61]. The range of predicted P is
between 0.5 and 5 MPa and the variation is due to inadequacy of analytical
models in accommodating for the solid-fluid transition of material properties.
From experimental data, the true Pmax for PLA on the FFF system is 1.50 MPa
(Table 2.9), and this value is half of the initial Pmax of 3.02 MPa. More
experimental studies need to be conducted to further validate these findings.
The use of the HP model to predict P in FFF systems is based on a given
system maximum. The model cannot be used to correctly predict system
maximum but rather work within those limitations to predict extrudability. The HP
model predictions are meant to serve as a guide for material extrudability at a
given temperature and FFF system if material properties and desired flow rate
are known.
Effect of Carbon Fiber Loadings
Filament feed issues have prevented the successful deposition of CF-reinforced
PPS on FFF systems [42]. However, since BAAM eliminates the use of filaments
and can extrude high loadings of fiber reinforced plastics [24], the effect of high
fiber loading on extrusion is evaluated on the BAAM system using CF reinforced
PPS grades as candidate materials.
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Addition of carbon fiber to neat resins is preferred for BAAM 3D printed parts
because it lowers the coefficient of thermal expansion by an order of magnitude
which minimizes shrinkage as the part cools from deposition temperature to
ambient temperatures [24]. However, modifying material composition by addition
of fibers to the polymer matrix increases the viscosity and affects the ability to
print successfully. The effect of adding carbon fiber to large scale AM feedstock
such as PPSU, ABS, PEKK and PPS and the effect on processing conditions is
well documented [30,31,42,77].
To determine the pressure required to extrude polymer melts on the BAAM
system, the Hagen-Poiseuille equation (Eq. 2.4) was used. The model predicts
that 40 wt.% and 50 wt.% CF-PPS could be extruded and therefore “pass” while
60 wt.% CF-PPS “fails” at all screw speeds because the pressure required to
extrude the 60% CF-PPS composite exceeds the BAAM maximum system
pressure of 6.89 MPa (Table 2.10).
Unlike FFF, much of the pressure that is required for extrusion to occur in BAAM
is concentrated in the long nozzle region prior to the exit. The shear rates in the
nozzle region are also much lower (80 – 122 s-1) than those at the exit (190 –
289 s-1) resulting in a higher viscosity in this region than that experienced at the
exit. For instance, at 100 rad/s, the complex viscosity of PPS 60 wt.% CF is
~1800% higher than that of PPS 40 wt.% CF. This implies that a much higher
ΔP is needed to extrude the melt under the same conditions: a 13x increase in
ΔPtotal is observed for PPS 60 wt.% CF compared to PPS 40 wt.% CF at 300
RPM.
ΔP predictions in Table 2.10 are supported by results from print trials on the
BAAM system. For example, the model predicts that PPS 60 wt.% CF fails at
300 RPM and during deposition, the print failed as well because the desired
throughput was not achieved [72]. During BAAM extrusion, the screw speed
utilized controls the flow rate of the material out of the extruder and is selected
based on the print geometry, layer time, and nozzle dimensions. For a given
print, different screw speeds are often investigated and adjusted until the desired
bead geometry (width and thickness) is attained. In all cases, as screw speed
increases, so does the pressure required to extrude the material through the
nozzle. In this work, the screw speed used for extrusion was 300 RPM and this
is typical for parts made using CF-reinforced PPS on the BAAM. Such high ΔP
values as predicted by the HP equation for the “fail” cases may also not be
suitable for achieving smooth material flow and impact final print quality. Hassen
et al. highlight some of the visual defects and processing challenges of extruding
with 60 wt.% CF-PPS such as material irregularities due to drooling at the tip,
cracks being initiated at the first few layers, and areas lacking material resulting
in parts warping [72] supporting the model predictions. Key design variables that
affect pressure drop such as nozzle diameter [58] are explored in the next
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Table 2.10. Q values and Hagen-Poiseuille pressure drop predictions for CF-PPS at various
screw speeds and an extrusion temperature of 370 C

BAAM: Pmax = 6.89 MPa, 100 RPM
Model (MPa)
PPS CF content Q (cc/s) Pnozzle
Pexit
Ptotal
(%)
40
1.76
0.89
0.21
1.10
50
1.97
4.35
0.93
5.28
60
2.18
14.50
2.94
17.44
200 RPM
PPS CF content Q (cc/s) Pnozzle
Pexit
Ptotal
(%)
40
3.78
1.13
0.27
1.40
50
4.15
5.03
1.07
6.10
60
4.53
16.04
3.25
19.29
300 RPM
PPS CF content Q (cc/s Pnozzle
Pexit
Ptotal
(%)
40
4.77
1.21
0.29
1.50
50
5.27
5.27
1.12
6.39
60
5.80
16.60
3.36
19.96
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Print criteria
Pmax > Ptotal
PASS
PASS
FAIL
Pmax > Ptotal
PASS
PASS
FAIL
Pmax > Ptotal
PASS
PASS
FAIL

chapter to investigate the impact of these properties on the pressure required for
successful extrusion for the BAAM system.

Summary and Conclusions
This proposed approach presents a simple screening process for high-strength
epoxy nano-clay composites and polymer melts as candidate feedstock for
extrusion-based AM systems namely DW, FFF, and BAAM. Results from this
chapter indicate that if viscoelastic properties such as shear yield stress, the
shear thinning exponent, consistency index, and viscosity are known, the
proposed pressure-driven models can successfully predict whether extrusion
occurs although it may not be perfect. Extrusion trials of the candidate materials
on the various AM platforms further validate model predictions in that, extrusion
on the AM system is achieved in all instances where the model predicts it would
and vice versa. This therefore, makes the proposed approach a useful tool for
predicting successful material extrudability on DW, FFF and BAAM platforms,
speeding up the process of material screening and selection. The model also
indicates regions in the extrusion orifice where pressure is concentrated. For
instance, in DW and FFF, much of the pressure required to extrude is in the exit
region of the die while in BAAM, pressure is mostly built up in the long nozzle
region. This proposed extrusion criterion is meant to serve as a first step to a
more holistic approach of predicting successful extrusion on any extrusion-based
AM platform that uses a shear-thinning material as feedstock. More work still
needs to be done to address the challenge of modeling flow in extrusion-based
AM systems such as determining the relationship between the variables
encountered in AM including the material physical properties and rheology, flow
rate, and nozzle geometry for improved process monitoring.
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CHAPTER THREE
INVESTIGATING THE EFFECTS OF TRANSIENT START-UP
PRESSURE DURING THE START/STOP PROCESS OF LARGE
AREA ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

Introduction
Pressure transients play an important role in controlling the start-and-stop of
extrusion in AM systems and impact final print quality. However, the occurrence
of transients in AM has long been speculated but not studied or quantified
[58,62,78]. Each time the extrusion process is started in AM, the system needs
to overcome a pressure transient before steady-state driving pressure is
achieved in a very short time [79–81]. The start-and-stop process is necessary
for AM part fabrication because it is not feasible to generate tool paths with
continuous extrusion profiles and if you do make a part without starts-and-stops,
there are geometric limitations to what can be printed [78,82].
Transient behavior during AM extrusion processes impacts final print quality by
creating weak points in areas where printing starts and stops and this is
attributed to changes in flow behavior [58]. For example, visual observations of
BAAM printed parts using carbon fiber reinforced composites show processing
defects attributed to BAAM transient conditions and in particular, inconsistencies
in bead geometry [72,78]. This is because at the start of extrusion, there is a lag
before material starts to flow, and at the end, material continues to ooze out
which leads to beads that are narrow at the start and wide at the end of the bead.
For a large scale system such as BAAM, this causes significant geometric
deviations in the printed part which limits the application of BAAM in composite
tooling applications due to compromised structural integrity [72].
In BAAM, pellets are pushed by the screw through the feed section of the barrel
into a transition section where the material is melted. The melted polymer travels
through the metering section of the screw and out a die (deposition nozzle) under
pressure [18]. Unlike other extrusion processes that use screw extruders, the
BAAM extruder does not operate in steady-state conditions but rather, it starts
and stops several times during extrusion. It is challenging to achieve a
consistent bead profile during transient operation of the BAAM extruder due to
the non-linear dynamics in the transient printing conditions that are present in the
polymer extruder [78].
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There is still a significant technical challenge of measuring the pressure inside
AM nozzles. To date, several analytical and theoretical models are used to
estimate the pressure drop in the AM nozzles [41,53,62,83,84] but these models
fall short in their predictions because the assumptions used fail to capture the
complexity of the liquefier dynamics, notably temperature and pressure. Of the
studies where custom-design nozzles are used to measure pressure in the
nozzle, pressure transients are not studied or quantified. Anderegg et al made
in-situ temperature and pressure measurements of ABS in the FFF system using
a custom-design nozzle during printing [62]. Their measurements showed an 11
°C decrease in temperature and a significant fluctuation in pressure during
printing. Pressure readings from the nozzle sensor were higher than theoretical
predictions suggesting that the assumptions used do not completely capture the
dynamics in the FFF printer [62].
A few studies have characterized start-up pressure transients on the capillary
rheometer using linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE). In these studies,
appearance of transient maximum peak is influenced by the volume of material in
the barrel, isothermal compressibility, and die geometry [79,85]. Although
useful, capillary rheometer measurements do not depict the true shear and
thermal history that the materials undergo during BAAM processing using the
single screw extruder. A more thorough understanding of the pressure
conditions within the BAAM nozzle will improve predictions of the extrudability
and printability of materials as well aid in optimizing process parameters.
To the author’s knowledge, this is the first study aimed at investigating the
transient and steady-state pressure profile in the BAAM nozzle during extrusion.
The only available experimental pressure information on the BAAM is provided
by a single transducer located at the end cap of the screw extruder [86]. No
empirical data directly measured has been reported regarding pressure inside
the BAAM nozzle.
In this chapter custom designed nozzles are used to measure pressure inside the
BAAM nozzle, critical in ensuring that the polymer melt is flowing at the
appropriate flow rate during the extrusion process. Testing is done using BAAM
commonly utilized material, ABS 20 wt.% CF, and PPSU 25 wt.% CF, a highperformance composite used to manufacture in-autoclave tools and
molds. Three custom nozzle sizes are fabricated: 0.508 cm, 0.762 cm, and
1.016 cm diameter nozzles and fitted with a sensor to monitor pressure. The
results are compared to theoretical pressure predictions using the Hagen
Poiseuille equation and numerical simulations using COMSOL Multiphysics
Software laminar flow module. BAAM nozzle pressure measurements are also
used to figure out how transient signals compare to steady-state pressures and
analytical calculations are used to characterize the exponential pressure decay
after extrusion stops.
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Overall Objective
A more thorough understanding of the pressure conditions within BAAM nozzles
to improve predictions of the extrudability and printability of materials as well as
aid in the optimization of process parameters.
Primary Research Questions
i. How do the transient start-up pressures in the nozzle relate to steadystate pressures and influence extrudability?
ii. How do pressure predictions from analytical models and numerical
simulations compare to experimentally measured nozzle pressures?

Numerical Modeling
It is of great significance to be able to accurately predict the pressure in the
nozzle to optimize processing procedure of the material in AM. To do this, a
computational fluids dynamic (CFD) based model is used to investigate the
pressure and melt flow in the nozzle during extrusion of molten thermoplastics on
AM systems. CFD-based approaches have been employed by other researchers
to study various aspects of flow and heat transfer in extrusion and AM [87–90].
The numerical calculations for two-dimensional (2D) flow are performed with a
finite element based CFD code COMSOL Multiphysics Software.
A 2D axisymmetric laminar flow model is considered in the numerical modeling of
non-Newtonian flow of polymer melts in the BAAM nozzle. In the simulation, the
polymer melt is treated as homogenous and isotropic with a uniform temperature,
flowing continuously through a cylindrical die.
Laminar flow in the COMSOL Multiphysics module is governed by the NavierStokes equation:
𝜌(

𝜕𝑢
2
+ (𝑢 ∙ ∇)𝑢) = −∇𝑝 + ∇ ∙ [𝜇(∇𝑢 + (∇𝑢)𝑇 ) − (∇ ∙ u)𝐼] + 𝐹
𝜕𝑡
3

(3.1)

The conservation of mass along with the Equation of state equations are also
solved numerically using the finite element CFD code.
Conservation of mass
𝜕𝜌
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑢) = 0
𝜕𝑡
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(3.2)

Equation of state
𝜌 = 𝜌(𝑝, 𝑇)

(3.3)

where ∇ is the Hamilton differential operator, 𝑢 is the velocity vector, 𝑝 is the
pressure applied to the fluid, 𝜌 is the density and 𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity. 𝜌
and 𝜇 are material constants that define the specific fluid. The numerical solution
treats the polymer melt as a power law fluid to model non-Newtonian flow
behavior.
In the BAAM extruder, the thermoplastic starts melting as soon as glass
transition temperature is reached before reaching the nozzle. Fluid flow is then
simulated from this point on. Flow is forced by a pressure difference between the
inlet and outlet at the tip of the nozzle. Considering the characteristics of the
polymer melt flow in the die channel when steady extrusion is achieved, the
following assumptions are made: 1) incompressible steady laminar flow, 2) no
slip at the wall, and 3) the inertial and gravitational forces are assumed to be
negligible. Flow is assumed to be laminar within the nozzle due to the low
Reynolds-number caused by low diameter and high viscosity, respectively. Outlet
pressure is set to a constant value of 1 atm (0.101 MPa).

Experimental Methods
Materials and Material Properties
Two composite systems are investigated: ABS 20 wt.% CF, a commonly used
BAAM feedstock, as well as PPSU 25 wt.% CF, a high-performance amorphous
thermoplastic. Both materials are compounded by Techmer PM (New Castle,
DE) and come in pellet form. Prior to BAAM extrusion, ABS 20 wt.% CF is dried
at 62.78 °C for 4-5 hours and PPSU 25 wt.% CF is dried at 137.78 °C for 3
hours. The model is fed with data generated from rheological experiments and
literature (Table 3.1 and Table 3.2).
Capillary Rheometry Characteristic Decay Time Measurements
Variation of pressure over time during the extrusion of ABS 20 wt.% CF was
studied using a Dynisco LCR 7001 capillary rheometer (Massachusetts, USA) at
250 °C. 10 g of pellets were loaded into the barrel and allowed to melt for 10
minutes once the barrel had equilibrated at the desired test temperature. The
piston was lowered until molten material came out of the die. For uniformity in
testing, the piston was lowered to 9.8 cm. A timer was set for 10 minutes to
allow the plunger force to stabilize. At specified shear rates of 50, 100, 200, and
500 1/s, the polymer melt was extruded from the capillary rheometer until steadystate driving pressure was achieved. The change in pressure over time was
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Table 3.1. Thermal and rheological parameters of ABS 20 wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF used
in the COMSOL simulation

Test temperature
(°C)
Nozzle diameter
(cm)
C
n
Melt density (g/cc)

ABS 20 wt.% CF
250
0.508

PPSU 25 wt.% CF
376

0.762

1.016

0.508

0.762

1.016

84019 53880
0.508 0.279
0.97

18506
0.375

37979
0.471

39488
0.413
1.29

12050
0.644

Table 3.2. Average mass flow rate of deposited ABS 20 wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF beads

Nozzle diameter
(cm)
0.508

0.762

1.016

Screw speed
(RPM)
50
100
150
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
50
100
150
200
250
300
350

Average mass flow rate (g/s)
ABS 20 wt.% CF PPSU 25 wt.% CF
1.56
2.90
3.83
1.70
3.19
4.29
5.69
7.06
7.59
8.51
1.75
3.25
4.92
6.27
7.74
10.21
12.63
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1.04
2.14
2.95
1.16
2.32
3.38
4.55
5.39
6.22
7.43
1.21
2.40
3.61
4.47
5.74
6.26
5.70

monitored and recorded. Two dies with Two dies with varying length-to-diameter
(L/D) ratios of 10 and 12 with a die diameter of 0.749 mm were used for these
tests.
BAAM Extrusion
Four single layer beads (97 cm long) were deposited using ABS 20 wt.% CF and
PPSU 25 wt.% CF at different screw speeds using a non-mixing
screw. Extrusion was done using three nozzle diameters; 0.508 cm, 0.762 cm,
and 1.016 cm nozzles. For the 0.508 cm nozzle, beads were extruded at 50,
100, and 150 revolutions per minute (RPM) well as for the 0.762 and 1.016 cm
nozzles, extrusion was done at 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, and 350 RPM. The
BAAM extruder has five different zones and each zone is set to a different setting
based on the material. For ABS 20 wt.% CF, the five zones were set at 175 °C,
209 °C, 249 °C, 249 °C, and 250 °C and temperature of the melt ranged from
255 – 260 °C due to shear heating. For PPSU 25 wt.% CF, the five zones were
set at: 311 °C, 345 °C, 345 °C, 360 °C, 355 °C and temperature of the melt
ranged from 360 – 375 °C. Prior to the test and after switching out material, a
small amount of polymer was extruded to purge the system of impurities or
leftover material. Bed temperature for both materials was kept at 110 °C to
promote adhesion of the deposited bead to the BAAM print sheet. After
deposition of each bead, the machine was rested for 60 seconds, and the nozzle
cleaned of any residual material.
To measure pressure in the nozzle during BAAM extrusion, custom-designed
nozzles with ports for a pressure transducer were fabricated (Figure 3.1). The
nozzles were made using Ultra-Machinable 360 Brass Bars purchased from
McMaster-Carr (Elmhurst, IL). The pressure transducer used, model number
TPT4634-5M-3/18-SIL2 4, was purchased from Dynisco (Franklin, MA) and is an
exact match to the one used to monitor pressure on the BAAM extruder. Figure
3.2 shows the BAAM extruder end cap fitted with two pressure sensors; one in
the screw and the other in the nozzle. The transducer is connected to a data
acquisition (DAQ) system and during extrusion, the pressure profile of the
extruded bead is captured. The DAQ acquires 100 data points every second.
The actual volumetric throughput, Q, of the deposited beads was determined by
weighing the beads and dividing the mass by extrusion time to obtain mass flow
rate. The mass flow rate was then divided by melt density to get Q. ABS melt
density used is 0.97 g/cc from literature [69]. Melt density for PPSU 25 wt.% CF
was determined experimentally to be 1.29 g/cc at 370 °C using a capillary
rheometer as per ASTM D1238-13 guidelines for melt flow rates of
thermoplastics [91].
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Figure 3.1. Custom designed BAAM nozzle with port for pressure transducer
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Figure 3.2. BAAM extruder end cap fitted with a custom designed 0.762 cm nozzle and pressure
transducers
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Results and Discussion
BAAM Extrusion: ABS 20 wt.% CF
Volumetric throughput Q of deposited beads was determined by dividing mass
flow rate of each bead by melt density as described in the experimental methods
section. For ABS 20 wt.% CF, there is a linear relationship between measured Q
values and screw speed for all nozzle sizes (Figure 3.3). At low screw speeds
(50 and 100 RPM), measured Q is independent of nozzle diameter. At 150 RPM,
Q values deviate from this pattern and start to increase with increase in nozzle
size. The largest nozzle (1.016 cm) has the highest Q values, while the 0.508
cm nozzle has the lowest.
Extrusion beyond 150 RPM with the 0.508 cm nozzle was not attempted to avoid
damaging the BAAM extruder. Although the maximum barrel pressure is 68.9
MPa, caution is exercised to never reach this limit. As a result, safety measures
are set in place: the rapture disk, designed as a one-time safety device that
protects the extruder from over pressurization, has a limit of 34.47 MPa. To
further mitigate damage to the rapture disc, the software stop limit is 24.13 MPa
and “normal operating” pressure of the BAAM is set at 6.89 MPa. The normal
operating pressure is thus used as the limit that should not be exceeded during
extrusion to ensure minimal damage to the BAAM extruder.
In-situ monitoring of the extrusion process is captured and the resulting pressure
change over bead deposition time is plotted in Figure 3.4 for the 1.016 cm nozzle
for ABS 20 wt.% CF. Two characteristic areas are defined, transient start-up
pressure and steady-state pressure. Transient start-up pressure is reached at the
start-up of the extrusion process and steady-state pressure is reached when
extrusion reaches steady flow. From Figure 3.4, it can be observed that as the
screw speed increases, the start-up transient and steady-state pressures
increase while the extrusion time decreases since screw speed controls the flow
rate of the material out of the extruder.
BAAM Extrusion: PPSU 25 wt.% CF
One major challenge when extruding PPSU 25 wt.% CF on BAAM is failure to
achieve the desired throughput. Unlike ABS 20 wt.% CF, Q appears to be
independent of nozzle diameter as measured Q values are similar for all three
nozzle diameters (Figure 3.5). During PPSU 25 wt.% CF extrusion, flow
instabilities that impact final print quality such as irregular bead width, surface
roughness, and instances of missing material in the deposited are observed at all
screw speeds and across different nozzle sizes (Figure 3.6). These instabilities
could be due to impacts on melt flow as a result of high melt viscosity properties
of the fiber reinforced composite.
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Figure 3.3. Measured volumetric flow rate vs screw speed for ABS 20 wt.% CF
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Figure 3.4. BAAM transient and steady-state pressure in the nozzle during ABS 20 wt.% CF
extrusion at different screw speeds using the 1.016 cm nozzle
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Figure 3.4. (Continued)
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Figure 3.4. (Continued)
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Figure 3.5. Measured volumetric flow rate vs screw speed for PPSU 25 wt.% CF
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Figure 3.6. BAAM build sheet showing three kinds of flow instabilities (a) irregular bead width, (b)
lack of material, and (c) surface roughness on PPSU 25 wt.% CF deposited beads using a 1.016
cm diameter nozzle at all screw speeds
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These flow instabilities are captured in the BAAM nozzle pressure profile during
extrusion. For example, pressure in the nozzle drops below steady-state when
bead width is irregular at 100 and 150 RPM (Figure 3.7) whereas in instances
where material is missing at screw speeds of 250 – 350 RPM, the pressure drops
to the “holding” pressure (~0.345 MPa). Insufficient material during BAAM
extrusion at 200 RPM resulting in print part defects has also been reported in
PPS 50 wt.% CF, another high-performance composite [72].
The BAAM steady-state pressures for ABS 20 wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF
are presented in Figure 3.8. From the figure, it can be seen that the steady-state
pressures for PPSU 25 wt.% CF are higher than those of ABS 20 wt.% CF for all
nozzle sizes and Q values. For the 0.762 cm and 1.016 cm nozzle diameters,
steady-state pressures increase with increase in Q at lower throughputs, but the
values plateau at higher Q values. All steady-state pressures based on the
BAAM nozzle measurements fall under the normal operating pressure of 6.89
MPa, represented by the dotted line in Figure 3.8. The BAAM steady-state
pressures are compared to the Hagen-Poiseuille pressure drop predictions as
well as computational fluids dynamics simulations using COMSOL Multiphysics
software. Power-law fit n and C values were experimentally determined from
parallel-plate rotational rheometry measurements. Frequency sweep tests for
ABS 20 wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF were performed at 250 ºC and 376 ºC,
respectively. Frequency sweep tests for the neat resins were done for
comparison and show the effect of adding carbon on the viscosity. Logarithmic
plots of complex viscosity (𝜂∗ ) as a function of angular frequency (𝜔) for ABS 20
wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF materials are shown in figures 3.9 and 3.10,
respectively.
Compared to PPSU, ABS is more shear thinning across the range of frequencies
at which the tests were performed. This is reflected in the n and C values, with
ABS having n values that are smaller, denoting more shear thinning behavior
(Table 3.3). Results of the BAAM steady-state pressures, HP predicted pressure
drop predictions along with COMSOL simulated pressures using parallel-plate n
and C values in Table 3.3 are presented in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 for ABS 20
wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF, respectively. For ABS 20 wt.% CF (Figure
3.11), HP predictions for the 1.016 cm nozzle are within 5-10% of BAAM steadystate nozzle pressures whereas COMSOL simulated pressure drop values are
higher than both HP and BAAM steady-state pressures. For the 0.762 cm
nozzle, HP predicted pressure drop values are 5-25% lower than BAAM steady
state pressures while COMSOL predictions are 5-20% higher. For the 0.508 cm
nozzle, HP and COMOSL underpredict pressures in the nozzle for ABS 20 wt.%
CF. In the case of HP, pressure drop values are 68-90% lower than BAAM
steady state pressures while COMSOL pressure drop predictions are 30-40%
lower. Nozzle geometry and non-isothermal conditions in the extruder impose
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Figure 3.7. BAAM transient and steady-state pressure in the nozzle during PPSU 25 wt.% CF
extrusion at different screw speeds using the 1.016 cm nozzle
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Figure 3.7. (Continued)
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Figure 3.7. (Continued)
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Figure 3.8. BAAM steady-state pressures vs volume flow rate (Q) for ABS 20 wt.% CF and PPSU
25 wt.% CF for different nozzle sizes
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Figure 3.9. Complex viscosity vs angular frequency for neat and ABS 20 wt.% CF at 250 ºC in air
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Figure 3.10. Complex viscosity vs angular frequency for neat and PPSU 25 wt.% CF at 376 ºC in
nitrogen
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Table 3.3. Parallel-plate rheological parameters of ABS 20 wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF used
in the COMSOL simulation

Test temperature
(°C)
Material
C
n
Melt density (g/cc)

250
ABS
4455.9
0.536

376

ABS 20 wt.% CF

PPSU

20499
0.396

835.7
0.928

0.97

PPSU 25 wt.%
CF
6031
0.77
1.29

Figure 3.11. ABS 20 wt.% CF BAAM steady-state pressures, Hagen-Poiseuille predicted
pressure drop, and COMSOL simulated nozzle pressures as a function of volume flow rate (Q)
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Figure 3.12. PPSU 25 wt.% CF BAAM steady-state pressures, Hagen-Poiseuille predicted
pressure drop, and COMSOL simulated nozzle pressures as a function of volume flow rate (Q)
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limits on the use of HP and COMSOL to predict BAAM pressures for the 0.508
cm and 0.762 cm nozzle diameters.
The results for PPSU 25 wt.% CF (Figure 3.12) are very similar to those of ABS
20 wt.% CF where the analytical and numerical models are able to predict within
acceptable reason, the pressure in the 1.016 cm nozzle, but underpredict for the
0.508 cm and 0.762 cm nozzle diameters. These initial results prompted the use
of the BAAM steady-state pressures to calculate n and C inputs for the HP model
and COMSOL CFD simulations. Using the BAAM as a capillary rheometer,
viscosity and shear rate values are calculated as detailed in the Appendix and
tabulated in Table 3.1.
Measured steady-state pressures for ABS 20 wt.% CF are compared to predicted
pressure drop (ΔP) calculations in the BAAM nozzle. BAAM steady-state
pressures are used to numerically solve for the power-law coefficient C and the
shear thinning exponent, n. These n and C values are then used as inputs for
the Hagen-Poiseuille pressure drop model as well as COMSOL simulated
pressure drops (Table 3.1). For details on how the BAAM is adapted and used
as a rheometer, please refer to the Appendix section, “BAAM as a Rheometer”
for more details. Theoretical ΔP values based on measured flow rate are
calculated using the HP Equation and the power law model and numerical
simulations of pressure in the BAAM nozzle using COMSOL Multiphysics
software simulated predicted ΔP values are plotted as a function of measured
BAAM Q for all nozzle diameters (Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14). HP predictions
are in close agreement with measured BAAM steady-state nozzle pressures
while COMSOL simulated ΔP are higher than BAAM steady-state pressures by
10-15 % and 2-10% for 0.762-cm and 1.016-cm nozzle diameters, respectively
for ABS 20 wt.% CF. For PPSU 25 wt.% CF, HP predicted and COMSOL
simulated values using BAAM n and C inputs accurately predict pressure values
in the nozzle.
The transient pressures for all three nozzle diameters are plotted as a function of
screw speed. It is observed that at 150 RPM, ABS 20 wt.% CF (Figure 3.15)
start-up transient pressure exceeds normal BAAM operating pressure of 6.89
MPa. Assuming that transient pressures in the 0.508 cm nozzle follow the same
pattern as the 0.762 cm and 1.016 cm nozzles, and pressures increase with
increase in screw speed, extrusion beyond 150 RPM for the 0.508 cm would
cause BAAM operation to be outside the preferred operational zone and most
likely put it out of commission.
Like ABS, transient start-up pressures in the nozzle increase with increase in
screw speed (Fig. 3.16). Extrusion was not attempted above 150 RPM with the
0.508 cm nozzle as well due to the high pressures in the nozzle and screw that
can damage the BAAM extruder and put it out of commission. From Figure 3.16,
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Figure 3.13. Theoretical and experimental ΔP for ABS 25 wt.% CF as a function of measured
volumetric flow rate (Q)
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Figure 3.14. Theoretical and experimental ΔP for PPSU 25 wt.% CF as a function of measured
volumetric flow rate (Q)
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Figure 3.15. Transient and steady-state pressures during BAAM extrusion of ABS 20 wt.% CF
beads at all screw speeds and different nozzle sizes (Deposition temperature: 250 °C)
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Figure 3.16. Transient and steady-state pressures during BAAM extrusion of PPSU 25 wt.% CF
beads at all screw speeds and different nozzle sizes (Deposition temperature: 355 °C)
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transient pressures for 0.762 cm nozzle also exceed the “normal operating”
pressure of the BAAM set at 6.89 MPa. Although the steady-state pressures are
well below the normal operating limit, deposition of PPSU 25 wt.% CF would still
pose a challenge at screw speeds greater than 150 RPM because of the strain
that the system would be under. These measurements are an indication of the
importance of studying the transient effects during starts-and-stops.
Relationship Between Transient Start-up and Steady-State Pressures
Pressure drop predictions using analytical methods such as the Hagen-Poiseuille
equation predict the steady-state pressure. They do not account for the transient
start-up pressure which is likely to exceed the system operating pressure
preventing extrusion. Based on BAAM pressure readings in the nozzle during
extrusion, we can define a relationship between transient start-up pressures and
steady-state pressures. In ABS 20 wt.% the transient pressure is 1.4x – 2x
higher than steady-state pressure while for PPSU 25 wt.% CF, transient pressure
ranges between 1.2x – 2.5x higher than steady-state pressures for the 0.508 cm
and 1.016 cm nozzles respectively. Therefore, if steady-state pressure is
correctly predicted using any of the analytical equations, the transient pressure
can be determined and used to decide if extrudability is possible or not given
material properties of the candidate feedstock. Transients during BAAM startsand-stops also indicate screw speeds and nozzle geometries that could put the
BAAM system out of commission, a costly process. For both ABS 20 wt.% CF
and PPSU 25 wt.%, extrusion above 150 RPM using the 0.508-cm nozzle
exceeds normal operating pressure limits of the BAAM. In the case of PPSU 25
wt.% CF, screw speeds above 150 RPM for the 0.762-cm nozzle also result in
transient start-up pressures that are above the operating limit.

Stress Relaxation
When a polymeric material is subjected to a step increase in strain, the stress
relaxes in an exponential fashion. The stress relaxation is converted to a
relaxation modulus, G(t):
𝐺(𝑡) =

𝜏(𝑡)
𝛾

(3.4)

𝐺(𝑡) can be measured directly, and the function is an exponential decay using
the Maxwell Model Governing Equation:
𝐺(𝑡) = 𝐺0 𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏
where 𝜏 is the relaxation time and 𝐺0 is the relaxation modulus at t = 0.
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(3.5)

Stress relaxation [92], transient rheology tests, are often used to investigate the
elastic responses on longer time scales and show how the structure relaxes.
There are 4 distinct regions during the relaxation behavior of most polymeric
materials [44,93]. In the glassy region, the material is hard and brittle, hard to
measure given instrument limitation. In the transition region, short range
molecular motions come into play, this is where the relaxation of stress occurs
without interference from entanglements. In the plateau region, further relaxation
is inhibited by entanglements, the value of G(t) in this region is the plateau
modulus, and eventually the molecule can escape its entanglements through
reptation and begin to flow in the terminal zone. In the case of rubbery materials,
they cannot flow because of chemical crosslinks and relax by means of Brownian
motion in the longer times [44,93].
Stress relaxation tests are time and temperature dependent especially around
the glass transition temperature. Tests performed at lower temperatures are
used to record the initial relaxation, while tests performed at higher temperatures
capture the end of the relaxation of the rapidly decaying stresses [93]. High
temperatures lead to short molecular relaxation times and low temperatures lead
to materials with long relaxation times. This is due to the fact that at low
temperatures the free volume is larger and the molecules can move with more
ease. Hence, when changing temperature, the shape of creep or relaxation test
results remain the same except that they are horizontally shifted to the left or
right, which represent shorter or longer response times, respectively [93]. The
time-temperature equivalence seen in stress-relaxation test results can be used
to reduce the data at various temperatures to one general master curve for a
reference temperature, using the time-temperature superposition principle. To
generate a master curve, the curves are shifter by a horizontal shift factor, a T.
Williams, Landel and Ferry (WLF) chose a reference temperature of 243 K which
holds true for nearly all polymers if the chosen reference temperature is 45 K
above the glass transition temperature [93].
The stress relaxation tests in this work were performed at 230 ºC and 340 ºC for
ABS 20 wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF, respectively. These temperatures are
within the BAAM deposition range for both materials and they are 110 ºC above
their respective glass transition temperatures [43]. The time-dependent
relaxation modulus curves of ABS 20 wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF are plotted
against time in Figure 3.17. ABS 20 wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF exhibit
distinct relaxation dynamics. ABS 20 wt.% CF is more elastic than PPSU 25
wt.% CF and has a high plateau modulus of ~104 Pa that is maintained over a
longer time scale. The high plateau modulus of ABS 20 wt.% CF contributes to
the good processability of the composite on BAAM. The high plateau modulus
also contributes to retention of the bead shape during solidification. PPSU 25
wt.% CF composite takes a long time to reach its plateau modulus of ~400 Pa.
Having a lower elasticity than ABS 20 wt.% CF contributes to the printability
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Figure 3.17. Relaxation modulus of ABS 20 wt.% CF at 230 ºC, strain = 0.06% and PPSU 25
wt.% CF at 340 ºC, strain = 1%
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issues that researchers have faced when depositing PPSU 25 wt.% CF on the
BAAM [72]. The relaxation time, 𝜏, is taken to be the time it takes the initial
relaxation 𝐺0 to relax to 1/e (36.7%). For ABS 20 wt.% CF, 𝜏 = 0.07𝑠, and for
PPSU 25 wt.% CF, 𝜏 = 0.05𝑠. The relaxation time described herein captures the
instantaneous material response when the imposed strain is removed (usually t <
0.1 s). Since higher temperatures promote faster relaxation, PPSU 25 wt.% CF
relaxes 0.02s faster than ABS 20 wt.% CF. However, the macroscopic relaxation
times for high molecular weight polymeric systems such as ABS 20 wt.% CF and
PPSU 25 wt.% CF are not due to the slow dynamics on the monomer scale but
arise from the chain connectivity and the restriction that the backbones cannot
cross which happen over longer time scales [94]. Data collected from the BAAM
system and capillary rheometer during extrusion are on these longer time scales
and the relaxation dynamics are not be accurately captured by rotational
rheometry measurements. To describe the pressure decay of AM feedstock
during extrusion, a characteristic decay time, which is a function of nozzle
geometry, is defined.
Stress relaxation tests are commonly employed to observe the timescales at
which polymer chains relax through short-range and long-range thermal motions
[44]. When entanglements hinder chain relaxation, a stress plateau or rubbery
regime is observed, for which the plateau modulus is defined. The magnitude of
this plateau modulus is related to the molecular weight of polymer segments
between entanglements; a property unique to the structure of the polymer chain
[45]. Beyond the plateau regime, with sufficient time, terminal relaxation results
in a total stress reduction. For neat resins, an increase in molecular weight
prolongs the stress relaxation to longer time scales. Since time and temperature
are proportional, the terminal region may be entered with higher processing
temperatures [46]. The added complexity of filler reinforcement can lead to
networks which must first be destroyed to sufficiently reduce the stress.
However, the buildup of a filler network after flow cessation is much quicker than
the buildup of entanglement networks [47]. By controlling temperature, molecular
weight, and filler concentration, a polymer can exhibit significant shear thinning
behavior from filler network breakdown to allow extrusion through the nozzle,
high zero-shear viscosity within extruder torque limits, and fast filler network
buildup to maintain the shape of the deposited bead.

Characteristic Decay Time
Capillary Rheometer
The pressure required to extrude ABS 20 wt.% CF from the capillary rheometer
increases with increase in shear rate and L/D ratio (Figure 3.18). This behavior
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Figure 3.18. Transient and steady-state pressure of ABS 20 wt.% CF extrusion at different shear
rates and L/D ratios in the capillary rheometer
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is similar to what has been observed in literature for linear low density
polyethylene [79]. However, the appearance of a pressure maxima at start-up is
not distinct at all shear rates.
The pressure drop decay profile of ABS 20 wt.% CF following cessation of flow
follows an exponential decay pattern. To characterize this relaxation behavior,
the Maxwell Model is adapted:
𝑃(𝑡) = (𝑃𝑆𝑆 − 𝑃𝐻 )𝑒

𝑡
−
𝜆

+ 𝑃𝐻

(3.6)

where 𝜆 is the characteristic decay time, 𝑃𝑆𝑆 is the steady-state pressure, and 𝑃𝐻
is the holding pressure. The characteristic decay time is defined as the time it
takes the reach 36.7% (1/e) of the steady-state pressure (𝑃𝑆𝑆 ). In the capillary
rheometer, this characteristic decay time decreases with increase in shear rate
and is smaller for smaller L/D ratios (Figure 3.19). These trends are similar to
what has been observed in literature for drilling fluids [95]. However, Reynolds
et. al. did not find a clear dependence of the characteristic decay time of
polystyrene with shear rate [96]. More work needs to be done to understand how
shear rate influences the characteristic decay time for AM feedstock.
BAAM
The characteristic decay time for BAAM feedstock was quantified. Similar to
capillary rheometry measurements, the pressure decay profile once extrusion
stopped was monitored and the time taken to reach 36.7% of BAAM steady-state
pressure was calculated. To observe the impact of nozzle diameter on the
characteristic decay time, the pressure extrusion profiles of ABS 20 wt.% CF at
150 RPM for the 0.508 cm, 0.762 cm, and 1.016 cm nozzles were plotted as a
function of deposition time (Figure 3.20). From the figure, the largest nozzle
diameter has the shortest characteristic decay time because of the larger size of
the orifice which promotes faster relaxation. At 150 RPM, the characteristic
decay times for the 0.508 cm, 0.762 cm, and 1.016 cm nozzle sizes are 0.24s,
0.13s, and 0.11s, respectively.
The characteristic decay times for both ABS 20 wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF
as a function of screw speed and varying nozzle sizes were analyzed and plotted
in Figure 3.21. It can be observed that when using a similar nozzle diameter to
extrude, the characteristic decay time decreases with increase in screw speed
and beings to plateau at 250 RPM for both materials. At low screw speeds (less
than 250 RPM), material properties such as elasticity influence how quickly the
pressure decays once extrusion stops. For instance, in Figure 3.21, the
characteristic decay times for PPSU 25 wt.% CF are higher than ABS 20 wt.%
CF for all nozzle diameters at these screw speeds. Compared to PPSU 25 wt.%
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Figure 3.19. Characteristic decay time for ABS 20 wt.% CF on the capillary rheometer as a
function of shear rate for varying L/D ratios and die diameter = 0.749 mm (Test temperature =
250 ºC)
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Figure 3.20. Transient and steady-state pressure profile of ABS 20 wt.% CF at 150 RPM
deposited at 250 ºC
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Figure 3.21. BAAM characteristic decay times for ABS 20 wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF as a
function of screw speed for nozzle diameters (ABS 20 wt.% CF was deposited at 250 ºC, PPSU
25 wt.% CF was deposited at 355 ºC)
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CF, ABS 20 wt.% CF has a higher elasticity and lower entanglement density
hence faster characteristic decay times [94]. At screw speeds greater than 250
RPM, characteristic decay times plateau for the 0.762 cm and 1.016 cm nozzles.
At these screw speeds, the volume of the system along with the cross-sectional
area of the nozzle play a bigger role in influencing the characteristic decay time.
The largest nozzle size (1.016 cm) has the shortest characteristic decay times for
both materials because the cross-sectional area for pressure release is larger
compared to the 0.762 cm nozzle. However, as the nozzle diameter size
decreases, the characteristic decay time is higher due to compressibility effects.
During deformation, there is a pressure build up before the contraction in the
geometry which causes some compression of the polymer before the geometry.
When extrusion stops, the polymer continues to flow to recover the change in
density, as well as relaxing stress via polymer motion [96].
Material compressibility plays a big role in the characteristic pressure decay
times for polymer melts and composite systems [79,80]. In the case of
incompressible flow, there is a very fast decrease in characteristic decay time
towards the holding pressure. Compressibility not delays the reaching of the
holding pressure, and the higher it is the longer the time it takes to achieve the
holding pressure. The material compressibility factors for ABS 20 wt.% CF and
PPSU 25 wt.% CF were not measured. Future work will need to characterize the
compressibility to support these assertions.
Influence of Characteristic Decay Time on BAAM Processing Conditions
Material ooze during BAAM extrusion is an issue that impacts print quality because
of seam defects during the frequent starts and stops of the BAAM process [78].
This challenge is magnified in large-scale components which limits the applicability
of BAAM parts in tooling applications [72]. Oozing from the nozzle does not
happen in a fraction of a section, but rather, material comes out very slowly over a
long period of time. From a practical standpoint, the characteristic decay times
can be used to inform BAAM processing conditions such as screw speed and
nozzle geometry for different composites used. When extruding PPSU 25 wt.%
CF on the BAAM, use of a large diameter nozzle (1.016 cm) and screw speeds
greater than 250 RPM is recommended due to shorter characteristic decay times.
Shorter characteristic decay times for AM feedstock are preferred for improved
print conditions because it makes it manageable to keep the “mess” in one spot
during deposition and avoid stringing it along the whole printed part. Similarly,
larger nozzle diameters are preferred because material oozes out faster ensuring
that the “mess” is contained in one area of the print. The viscoelastic behavior of
AM feedstock also influences the characteristic decay time. ABS 20 wt.% CF has
a higher plateau modulus and is more elastic than PPSU 25 wt.% CF. This
contributes to the ease with which ABS 20 wt.% CF can be processed and
deposited on the BAAM. Although the relaxation time of PPSU 25 wt.% CF is
0.02s faster than that of ABS 20 wt.% CF, this relaxation time does not account for
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the duration of time it takes for PPSU 25 wt.% CF to reach its low plateau modulus
of 400 Pa. Such a low plateau modulus leads to poor bead formation since the
chains take a long time to entangle after deposition occurs, thus poor print quality.
For a more detailed discussion of the influence of viscoelastic properties on BAAM
processing conditions, please refer to Chapter Four of this dissertation.

Summary and Conclusions
Custom-designed nozzles capable of measuring and recording pressure
distribution were designed and tested on the BAAM extruder system during
extrusion of ABS 20 wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF. This design enables
process monitoring which is of interest to the AM community for quality control
purposes such as changes in the flow rate which lead to inconsistent extrusion
and print defects when depositing PPSU 25 wt.% CF. Transient start-up
pressures in BAAM were also quantified for the first time and inform BAAM
operations. In both ABS 20 wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF, extrusion above
150 RPM is not recommended for 0.508 cm nozzle because transient pressures
at and above this screw speed exceed the normal operating pressure of 6.89
MPa and there is a risk of putting the BAAM out of commission, a process that is
costly. For PPSU 25 wt.% CF, although steady-state pressures are below
normal operating pressure for the 0.762 cm nozzle, transient start-up pressures
above 150 RPM exceed the 6.89 MPa and requires that BAAM processing
conditions such as deposition temperature be adjusted if deposition of largescale parts is to be done. In-situ steady-state pressure measurements were in
agreement with the Hagen-Poiseuille pressure-driven analytical model and were
within 10% of COMSOL simulated pressure drop predictions for ABS 20 wt.%
CF. In the case of PPSU, there is agreement among the experimental steadystate readings, analytical, and simulated pressure drop predictions. Further work
needs to be done to determine the relationship between the variables
encountered in BAAM including material physical properties, flow rate, nozzle
geometry, but this chapter is a step towards system pressure measurements to
improve our knowledge.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DETERMINATION OF MELT PROCESSING CONDITIONS FOR
HIGH-PERFORMANCE AMORPHOUS THERMOPLASTICS FOR
BIG AREA ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

Introduction
One of the potential applications for BAAM is high-temperature tooling for
autoclave operations [1,23,72,97]. Currently, tooling for composite material
processing involves long lead times and high costs. Switching from traditional
tooling methods to BAAM is estimated to reduce the cost of tooling by 10 - 100
times and can reduce the lead time by an order of magnitude [24,72]. However,
there are currently very few high-performance polymers that can be printed that
satisfy autoclave mold requirements, such as exposure to elevated temperature
(175 °C) and pressure (0.6 MPa) while maintaining dimensional accuracy. Inautoclave tools made from CF reinforced PPS and PPSU composites have been
demonstrated using BAAM [23,72]. As the application space for large-scale 3D
printed components continues to grow, it is necessary to identify appropriate
processing conditions for high-performance thermoplastics on large-scale AM
systems such as BAAM. However, studies on the melt dynamics and processing
conditions of these thermoplastics in BAAM are limited.
When evaluating potential BAAM feedstock, understanding the melt dynamics is
crucial for identifying inherent material properties that are necessary for potential
AM feedstock [40]. Rheological characterization of polymers can provide
screening methodologies that prevent a costly trial-and-error approach to
evaluating potential feedstock materials. This chapter provides a protocol for
using thermal and rheological characteristics when selecting candidate materials
suitable for the BAAM system and in developing processing bounds to achieve
required material properties for applications such as high temperature tooling and
composite structures.
The use of fiber reinforced composites is preferred for BAAM applications as
fibers lower the coefficient of thermal expansion by an order of magnitude [8].
This in turn minimizes shrinkage in printed parts as they cool from deposition
temperature to ambient temperature [24]. However, the presence of fibers in the
polymer matrix presents a processing challenge due to fiber orientation during
flow and modified rheology of the polymer system. The mechanical properties of
the parts made with fiber reinforced composites are also dependent on the
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orientation of the fibers during material processing from the molten state to the
solidification process. Given the anisotropy of the composites, maximum
reinforcement is attained when fibers are properly oriented [98–102].
Rheological studies of short glass fiber reinforced polystyrene showed that the
complex viscosity of the fiber reinforced polymer is lower when the fibers are
oriented parallel along the flow direction than when the fibers are randomly
oriented in the matrix [103]. The authors of that study also observed a change in
the complex viscosity, loss modulus, and storage modulus for fiber reinforced
polymers with repeat measurements during oscillatory shearing. It is therefore,
useful to have some insight into the change of fiber orientation during flow and to
find a relationship between fiber orientations and macroscopically observable
rheological properties such as viscosity. However, the scope of this work does
not include the effect of fiber orientation and distribution.
The high-performance materials investigated include CF reinforced PEI and
PPSU composite systems. The rheological behavior of CF reinforced ABS is also
investigated since ABS tends to be the most utilized base feedstock for BAAM
[14,24,27]. It is also important to note that ABS, PEI, and PPSU have distinct
structural properties that influence their rheological behavior. This rheological
characterization is not intended to compare these polymer systems but instead to
use the well-studied rheological behavior of ABS [104–110] to inform the
processing conditions of PEI and PPSU on BAAM. Analysis of the unfilled
material for all the systems is incorporated along to highlight the effect that
addition of reinforcing fillers have on the neat resin.

Approach
Rheological properties are routinely used in the polymer processing industry to
evaluate melt state properties and identify appropriate processing conditions [39].
The approach presented here is followed to select candidate processing
temperatures for ABS, PEI, and PPSU composites on the BAAM system. The
lower bound for processing temperature is the glass transition temperature (Tg)
(Fig. 4.1) obtained from a differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and the upper
bound is the decomposition onset temperature (DOT) defined as the temperature
demonstrating 1% weight loss during thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) [111]. At
the lower bound, the polymer tends not to be sufficiently fluid enough and so the
candidate processing temperatures are selected to be at least 120 C above Tg.
The higher processing temperature ensures that the polymer melt forms a
continuous stream and passes through the nozzle and also facilitates the
interlayer bonding of the printed parts on BAAM [11,13,112].
The melt flow properties of the thermoplastics are then studied across a range of
candidate processing temperatures. During the BAAM extrusion process, the
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Figure 4.1. Determination of the BAAM processing temperature window using DSC and TGA
thermograms. DOT is the decomposition onset temperature.
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polymer melt is subject to shearing flow over a wide range of temperatures and
shear rates. Knowledge of the rheological behavior of the melt at various
temperatures, shear rates, and with reinforcing fillers is essential for an
assessment of the material processability, process design/optimization and
trouble shooting. Since neat ABS, PEI, and PPSU have been successfully
extruded on FFF systems, the temperatures selected for rheological
characterization are also informed by these extrusion temperatures to a great
extent. In addition to understanding the rheological behavior of the polymer
systems under investigation, another reason for characterizing the flow
properties is to try and relate the rheological properties of the ABS, PPSU, and
PEI polymer systems to the BAAM extrusion process. Comprehension of the
flow properties of polymer melts during extrusion on the BAAM system is crucial
in assessing the impact of adjusting the temperature or process parameters such
as the screw speed for a successful print.
Overall Objective
Determining the appropriate processing conditions of neat and CF reinforced
amorphous thermoplastics (ABS, PEI, and PPSU) on BAAM using thermal
characterization and dynamic oscillatory rheological measurements.
Primary Research Questions
i. Can thermal and rheological properties be used to identify suitable
processing windows for amorphous thermoplastics on BAAM?
ii. How are key BAAM processing parameters such as screw speed and
deposition temperature influenced by a material’s melt flow behavior?

Experimental Methods
Materials
The resin systems used include neat as well as CF reinforced ABS, PPSU, and
PEI (Fig. 4.2). The neat ABS resin used was a Lustran 433 grade, obtained from
INEOS, the ULTEM 1000™ neat resin was supplied by SABIC , while the
ULTRASON P 3010 neat PPSU resin was supplied by BASF. The carbon
reinforced composites of ABS and PPSU were compounded by TECHMER ES
with varying weight percentages (wt.%); ABS 20 wt.% CF, PPSU 25 wt.% CF, as
well as PPSU 35 wt.% CF. Two different CF wt.% of PEI (20% and 30%) were
compounded by SABIC. All the CF composites are commercially available as 3D
printing grades. The diameter of the CF used during compounding is 7 µm. The
starting fiber length is approximately 6350 µm, however, the compounding
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Figure 4.2. Neat and CF-reinforced ABS, PEI, and PPSU used for thermal and rheological
characterization
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process causes fiber breakage and reduced length. The final fiber length
distribution in the pellets is between 50 µm and 1000 µm.
Thermal Analysis
A differential scanning calorimeter (DSC Q2000, TA Instruments) was used for
thermal characterization to measure thermal transitions of the resin systems.
About 9 - 10 mg of the sample material was placed in an aluminum pan and was
first heated from 25 °C to 450 °C at 5 °C/min to eliminate any thermal history.
After the first scan, the samples were quenched at a rate of 5 °C/min to 25 °C,
and reheated as the second run. The ABS and PEI samples were scanned in air
while the PPSU samples were scanned under a nitrogen environment, to mimic
the environment in which they are printed on the BAAM. To determine the phase
transitions, the area under the relevant peak in the curve was analyzed. The
thermal stability of the samples was observed using thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA Q500, TA Instruments). The heating rate for all samples was 10 °C/min
from 25 °C to 800 °C except for ABS samples which were heated up to 600 °C.
Dynamic Rheological Characterization
Dynamic rheological properties of the neat and CF reinforced composites were
measured on a Discovery Hybrid Rheometer-2 (DHR-2, TA instruments) fitted
with a 25-mm parallel-plate geometry (Fig. 4.3). First, an oscillation strain sweep
was performed on the samples at the candidate test temperatures (Table 4.1) to
determine the linear viscoelastic (LVE) region, a region in which the sample
structure is intact. The applied strain amplitude (𝛾𝑜 ), expressed as a % was
varied from 0.01% to 100% at a fixed angular frequency (ω) of 10 rad/s. The
applied 𝛾𝑜 utilized for further dynamic tests on the DHR-2 was 0.06% for ABS
and PEI and 1% for PPSU. The plate gap was maintained between 1.5 and 1.8
mm during testing which is within the recommended range for testing short fiber
reinforced composites [113]. This recommended gap in the rheometer must be
between three to ten times larger than the fiber length to minimize the boundary
effect of the rheometer on the fibers. Pelletized samples of ABS, PEI, and PPSU
were used for the small amplitude oscillatory tests and directly melted on the
plates using melt rings. Since, the linear viscoelastic properties of fiber
reinforced composites can change with repeat measurements due to fiber
orientation during oscillatory shearing [114].
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Figure 4.3. TA Instruments’ DHR-2 fitted with 25-mm disposable parallel-plate fixture used for
SAOS measurements
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Results and Discussion
Thermal Analysis
The results of the DSC scans (second heating cycle) of neat and CF reinforced
ABS, PEI and PPSU are shown in Fig. 4.4. The DSC data show that the Tg for
ABS is 105 °C, while that of PEI and PPSU is 215 °C and 225 °C, respectively.
Note that the addition of CF to the polymer matrix does not affect the base
properties of the polymer. The reinforcing fiber instead tends to be much more
efficient in enhancing key mechanical properties such as the tensile and flexural
strengths which are out of scope for this work [38]. The high Tg values for PEI
and PPSU render both polymer systems suitable for high temperature use. Tg is
used to set the lower processing temperature, informed in part by the injection
molding and polymer extrusion industries that set their processing temperatures
at least 120 °C above Tg for melt processability. With this in mind, the lowest
temperature for processing ABS, PEI, and PPSU on the BAAM system would be
225 °C, 320 °C, and 340 °C respectively. In addition, setting the lower
processing temperature limit above Tg is crucial in AM because interlayer
bonding is thermally driven to create strong interlayer bonds [11].
Figure 4.5 shows the TGA thermograms for the neat and CF reinforced ABS,
PEI, and PPSU. The TGA degradation profile is used to inform the upper
processing temperature limit for these composites. The decomposition onset
temperature (DOT), described as the temperature at which 1% weight loss is
observed is used to set the upper processing temperature for these materials on
the BAAM. For ABS, DOT is around 310 °C, while PEI and PPSU’s DOT is
around 480 °C. For printing purposes on the BAAM, the processing temperature
for these materials should not exceed the DOT because the matrix material starts
to degrade and this could compromise the integrity of the BAAM part by reducing
stiffness. Similar to DSC, reinforcing the neat resin with CF does not affect the
DOT. The only difference is the residual weight loss. For instance, at 370 °C for
ABS 20 wt.% CF, 20% of the sample does not fully decompose compared to the
neat resin due to the 20 wt.% CF in the polymer composite.

Dynamic Rheological Characterization
Strain Sweep
SAOS measurements assume that the material response is in the linear region,
and therefore, material functions such as the storage modulus (G’) and loss
modulus (G") fully describe the material response. Linear viscoelasticity is useful
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Figure 4.4. DSC Thermograms for ABS, PEI, and PPSU as well as their CF reinforced
composites
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Figure 4.4 (Continued)
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Figure 4.5. TGA Thermograms for ABS, PEI, and PPSU as well as their CF reinforced
composites
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Figure 4.5 (Continued)
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for understanding the relationship between the microstructure of a polymer and
its rheological properties. A strain sweep can characterize the linearity and level
of homogeneity in the polymer system or composite. Rheological properties of
viscoelastic materials are independent of the amount of strain up to a critical
strain, beyond which the material’s behavior is nonlinear. To evaluate the
relationship between the molecular structure of ABS, PEI, and PPSU composites
and the viscoelastic behavior, rheological experiments were first conducted in the
LVE region. Strain sweep tests covering four orders of magnitude of strain were
performed to assess the internal structure of the polymer systems.
During the strain sweep tests, G’ and G" were plotted against percentage
oscillation strain at a low frequency of 10 rad/s (Fig. 4.6). A decrease in G’ with
increase in percentage strain may indicate structural breakdown of the polymer
[115]. In the neat resins, (Fig. 4.6), G’ and G" were independent of applied 𝛾𝑜
over the range observed. However, the addition of fillers reduced the critical
strain level below which the dynamic response was unaffected (Fig. 4.6). For
instance, for the PEI 20 wt.% CF and 30 wt.% CF, the critical 𝛾𝑜 were 1% and
0.09% respectively. The reduced critical strain level in the fiber reinforced
composites required that the dynamic viscoelastic properties were investigated at
a strain that was below the threshold that affected the material response [116].
Below the critical 𝛾𝑜 , the composites were highly structured and behaved in a
viscous-like manner, where G" is larger than G’. Beyond the critical 𝛾𝑜 , the
material structure was disrupted and G’ declined. The 𝛾𝑜 used in subsequent
tests was selected to be below the critical strain percentage for the all
composites. For ABS and PEI composites, the 𝛾𝑜 used was 0.06% while for
PPSU, the 𝛾𝑜 used was 1%.
Storage modulus, loss modulus, and tan 𝜹
After defining the linear viscoelastic region, dynamic frequency sweeps were
conducted over a range of oscillation frequencies (628 - 0.1 rad/s) at a constant
oscillation amplitude within the LVE region.
As demonstrated in Fig. 4.7, G’ and G" of ABS increases with ω and the moduli
are higher in both instances for CF reinforced materials. It is notable that at low
ω, G’ seems to plateau for both neat and CF-ABS and the effect of temperature
is less substantial. At high ω, the effect of temperature is more noticeable and G’
is dependent on ω. The appearance of a plateau at low frequencies has been
observed by others and was attributed to the degree of grafting of the rubber
particles in ABS [104,117]. Comparison of G’ and G" for both material sets in
Fig. 3.7 shows that G’ exceeds G" across all ω. Therefore, ABS and CFreinforced ABS behave more like an elastic solid than a viscous liquid across the
range of ω and temperatures investigated. Figure 4.7 also includes tan δ values
for neat and CF-ABS. It can be observed that addition of CF to the matrix lowers
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the tan δ value considerably in the intermediate ω. Tan δ values for CFreinforced ABS are less than unity (more elastic) across all ω and independent of
temperature.
Tan δ, a ratio of G" and G’, provides a useful measure of the relative magnitude
of energy storage and dissipation of energy. Tan δ values of less than unity
signify a more elastic like behavior while values greater than unity exhibit a more
viscous dominant behavior in the material.
For all PEI materials investigated, the viscous component, G", was more
dominant than G’ across the entire frequency range tested (Fig. 4.8). The
addition of fillers to the neat PEI resin produced composite systems with greater
dynamic moduli than the neat matrix. This effect was greater at the lower
frequencies (< 1 rad/s) compared to the higher frequencies (> 10 rad/s). This
behavior has also been observed by others and it is attributed to the fact that at
higher frequencies, fibers contribute very little to the viscoelastic properties of a
composite because they become aligned [101,114,118]. For instance, at 400 °C,
G’ and G" of the CF-reinforced PEI composites respectively increased by as
much as 100x and 10x at lower ω when compared to the neat resin. At the
higher ω (> 10 rad/s), G’ and G" increased by approximately 20x and 4x,
respectively (see Fig. 4.8). Having a greater G" than G’ indicates that the
viscous component of the material dominates the elastic component across all ω.
Polymer melts with very low viscosities may be extruded from the nozzle, but
would fail to retain their shape during the printing process. Therefore, it is
important to investigate the relative viscoelastic moduli of candidate polymer
systems to identify which of the components (G’ or G") is dominant during BAAM
processing. Since the neat PEI resin and its CF-PEI composites have a more
dominant viscous component, it is important to allow for longer relaxation times
after melt deposition to form a stable bead during printing.
Fig. 4.9 similarly shows G’,G", and tan δ of PPSU as well as the CF-reinforced
blends. G’ increases with increasing CF content across all ω with a more
pronounced effect at lower frequencies. The reinforced blends of PPSU have a
higher modulus (both G’ and G") than the neat PPSU resin. In contrast to the
ABS materials, G’ of neat PPSU is higher than G" especially at the lower ω,
meaning that it behaves more like a viscous liquid under these conditions. The
addition of CF makes the two moduli more equivalent, which provides more of a
viscoelastic behavior. All of the PPSU tan δ values at all ω, temperatures and
fiber loading are greater than unity (more viscous) and are generally higher than
those of ABS.
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Figure 4.6. Strain sweeps for ABS, PEI, and P as well as their CF reinforced composites
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Figure 4.6 (Continued)
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Figure 4.7. G’, G”, and tan δ vs angular frequency at various temperatures for neat and CF
reinforced ABS in air
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Figure 4.8. G’, G”, and tan δ vs angular frequency at various temperatures for neat and CF
reinforced PEI in air
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Figure 4.8 (Continued)
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Figure 4.9. G’, G”, and tan δ vs angular frequency at various temperatures for neat and CF
reinforced PPSU in nitrogen
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Figure 4.9 (Continued)
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Complex Viscosity
The complex viscosity (η*) of neat and CF reinforced ABS, PEI, and PPSU are
presented in Figs. 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12 respectively, as a function of ω. ABS is
shear thinning, at all temperatures and angular frequencies. However, the
addition of CF enhances the shear thinning effect of ABS and increases the η* by
4-10% over the neat resin.
The η* of neat PEI exhibited relatively Newtonian behavior at the lower a ω (<
10 rad/s) and was shear thinning at the higher ω (> 10 rad/s) (Fig. 4.11). The
trend and η* values as a function of ω for neat PEI are in agreement with those
reported by other researchers [37,119–122]. Reinforcing PEI with carbon fiber
not only increased the viscosity, but it also significantly enhanced the shear
thinning effect. Neat PPSU (Fig. 4.12) demonstrates a uniform Newtonian-like
viscosity across the majority of ω observed. However, the addition of fiber
reinforcement makes PPSU exhibit a moderate shear thinning behavior at all ω
and temperatures. Accurate measurements of viscosity as a function of shear
rate provide useful information about a material during the printing process, since
the shear rate could vary by several orders of magnitude at different points in the
process. Within the nozzle just prior to extrusion, the shear rate is considered to
be approximately 100 s-1. To relate the η values obtained with the rotational
rheometer to the viscosity at relevant BAAM shear rates, the Cox-Merz Rule [Eq.
4.1] was applied [123].
𝜂(𝛾̇ ) = 𝜂∗ (𝜔) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝛾̇ = 𝜔

(4.1)

The Cox-Merz principle was applied to one of the material systems; neat and
ABS 20 wt.% CF and was found to hold true (Fig. 4.13). The applicability of the
Cox-Merz rule to the fiber-filled PEI composites in this study is an initial
approximation. Previous studies on glass fiber-filled LLDPE showed that the
dynamic viscosity measurements were higher than the steady- state viscosity
measurements [124]. In PPS 40 wt.% CF, a high-performance thermoplastic, the
Cox-Merz rule did not apply and the shear viscosity values measured on the
capillary rheometer were at least 7x lower than the complex viscosity values from
the rotational rheometer [29]. The reduction in steady- state viscosity was
attributed to fiber alignment along the flow direction, which is a condition more
likely encountered during printing [17,33,102,125]. Therefore, the measured
viscosity values may be slightly elevated, but the relative impact on viscosity due
to changes in material composition and processing conditions (temperature and
shear rate) can be quantified (Table 4.1).
As shown in Table 4.1, an increase in processing temperature for all materials
decreases the η* at 100 rad/s. As the temperature increases from 230 to 270 °C,
As shown in Table 4.1, an increase in processing temperature for all materials
decreases the η* at 100 rad/s. As the temperature increases from 230 to 270 °C,
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Figure 4.10. Complex viscosity vs angular frequency at various temperatures for neat and CF
reinforced ABS in air
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Figure 4.11. Complex viscosity vs angular frequency at various temperatures for neat and CF
reinforced PEI in air
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Figure 4.12. Complex viscosity vs angular frequency at various temperatures for neat and CF
reinforced PPSU in nitrogen
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Figure 4.13. Complex viscosity and shear viscosity curves of neat (unfilled symbols) and carbon
fiber reinforced (filled symbols) ABS at 230 C°
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Table 4.1. Effect of temperature, carbon fiber loading, and frequency on the complex viscosity of
ABS, PEI, and PPSU

Temperature
increase

Effect on complex viscosity (%)
ABS
ABS 20 wt.% CF
230 – 270 °C
-55
-51
PEI
PEI 20 wt.% CF
365 – 400 °C

-51
PPSU

348 – 393 °C

-65
ABS

Addition of CF
250 °C

PEI
400 °C
PPSU
376 °C
Frequency
increase (10 –
100 rad/s)

250 °C

ABS
-65
PEI

400 °C

-19
PPSU

376 °C

-10
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-47
PPSU 25 wt.%
CF
-35
ABS 20 wt.% CF
+230
PEI 20 wt.% CF
+155
PPSU 25 wt.%
CF
+240
ABS 20 wt.% CF
-75
PEI 20 wt.% CF
-46
PPSU 25 wt.%
CF
-40

PEI 30 wt.%
CF
-53
PPSU 35 wt.%
CF
-50

PEI 30 wt.%
CF
+200
PPSU 35 wt.%
CF
+500

PEI 30 wt.%
CF
-54
PPSU 35 wt.%
CF
-55

the η* of ABS decreases by 55%, while that of the CF reinforced ABS decreases
by 51%. Neat PEI resin on the other hand, demonstrated a sensitivity to
changes in temperature (Fig. 4.11), such that increasing the processing
temperature from 365 °C to 400 °C reduced the η* at 100 rad/s frequency by
51%. By contrast, the decrease in viscosity as temperature increases from 348
°C to 393 °C for neat PPSU is greater than that of CF reinforced PPSU (35% to
50%).
Likewise, Table 4.1 indicates that the addition of CF to the neat resins
significantly increases the η* and enhances the shear thinning effect. At 250 °C,
the η* of ABS increases by 230% when 20% by weight CF is added. Similarly, for
PPSU at a processing temperature of 376 °C, the addition of 25% by weight CF
results in a 240% increase in η* while adding 35% by weight CF increases
viscosity by 500%. At 400 °C, the η* of the neat PEI resin increased by 155%
and 200% with the addition of 20% CF and 30% CF, respectively (Table 4.1).
The η* of polymer composites can be very important when determining
appropriate screw speed on BAAM systems. An increase in melt viscosity due to
the addition of fiber reinforcement can increase the torque on the extrusion
screw. The load on the screw can be varied by changing the extrusion
temperature. The carbon fiber reinforced composites are shear thinning at all
frequencies, which provides a wide processing window on BAAM by adjusting
the flow rate.
Another processing aspect to consider when printing materials on BAAM is the
volumetric throughput, which directly changes the shear rate/ω during extrusion
and deposition. For shear thinning materials (most amorphous polymers), an
increase in ω results in a marked decrease in η*. This effect is much greater in
the CF reinforced blends compared to the neat resins (Table 4.1). For example,
the η* of neat ABS and CF reinforced ABS decreases by 65% and 75%,
respectively, when ω increases from 10 rad/s to 100 rad/s. However, the neat
PEI resin is relatively insensitive to changes in ω (< 20% change) compared to
the CF-reinforced composites. A similar pattern is observed in PPSU where a
similar increase in ω results in a decrease in η* of 10% in neat PPSU and by 4050% when CF is added to the neat PPSU resin. This is because the addition of
fiber reinforcements can dramatically increase the local shear experienced by the
matrix between rigid fibers compared to the apparent shear experienced by the
overall sample [98]. Therefore, this shows that during the BAAM process, the
viscosity of the neat ABS, PEI, and PPSU resins would most effectively be
controlled by changing the extrusion temperature.
However, as observed in Table 4.1, it is possible to reduce the viscosity of fiber
reinforced materials by increasing the processing temperature. For example,
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increasing the temperature of the CF-reinforced PEI composites from 365 °C to
400 °C, reduces the η* by 47% and 53% for the 20% CF-PEI and 30% CF-PEI,
respectively.
Dynamic oscillatory measurements can be useful for relating material properties
to structure in the LVE region and identifying the effect of BAAM processing
conditions, such as screw speed and processing temperature. However,
polymer melts can experience shear rates as high as 5000 s-1 during the shearmelting phase within the BAAM single-screw extruder. These shear rates greatly
exceed the LVE region for ABS, PEI, and PPSU composites, which limits the
scope and interpretation of linear viscoelastic measurements obtained from
rotational rheometers.

Summary and Conclusions
Successfully printing high performance thermoplastics on BAAM demands the
identification of appropriate processing conditions to insure the end part is robust
and possesses the desired properties. Thermal characterization techniques such
as DSC and TGA are useful for identifying the boundary processing conditions,
namely, the glass transition and onset of decomposition temperatures. These
bounds allow for an educated judgement to be made when choosing candidate
processing temperatures. The ability to process high performance
thermoplastics such as PEI and PPSU composites on BAAM is also highly
dependent on the rheological properties. The rheological behavior of these
materials can help to identify the effects of BAAM extrusion parameters, such as
the extrusion temperature, screw speed, and fiber reinforcement. The
rheological behavior of the three thermoplastics studied: ABS, PEI, and PPSU,
was found to vary significantly as a function of various processing conditions.
The viscosity of unreinforced ABS and PPSU decreased by more than 50% with
an increase in temperature. The addition of CF drastically increased the viscosity
of ABS (over 4x for 20% by weight CF), PEI (by 2.5x for 20% CF and 3x for 30%
CF), and PPSU (∼5x for 35% by weight CF). Fiber reinforcement also increased
the shear thinning effect of both thermoplastics, showing a potential variation of
2–3x over the range of expected shear rates: 10–100/s (assuming Cox-Merz rule
holds). The strong impact of various process parameters on the viscosity of high
performance thermoplastics highlights the value of understanding the rheological
behavior of candidate materials for printing with large-scale extrusion AM
systems and similar extrusion systems. Future work will need to entail evaluating
the viscosity of carbon fiber reinforced ABS and PPSU composites at high
apparent shear rates using a capillary rheometer. Also, the degree and effect of
fiber orientation on dynamic and apparent viscosity in AM feedstock needs to be
investigated.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

Summary of Research Work
This dissertation was motivated by the need to expand the current selection of
AM feedstock to accommodate the growth in the application space for 3D printed
components because there was not a formal process for designing, screening,
and evaluating the extrudability and printability of various materials on AM
systems. The AM platforms discussed include DW, FFF, and BAAM and the
material systems used include viscoelastic ink formulations, neat and fiber
reinforced ABS, PEI, and PPSU composites.

Predicting Material Extrudability
Research Questions
i. Can a simple pressure-driven flow model be used to predict extrudability
on various extrusion-based AM platforms?
ii. Can you relate experimental laboratory based measurements to real life
AM processes? This work was discussed in chapter 2.
Overall Conclusions
i. The proposed pressure-driven flow model is a useful tool for predicting
successful material extrudability on DW, FFF and BAAM platforms,
speeding up the process of material screening and selection.
ii. If viscoelastic properties such as shear yield stress, the shear thinning
exponent, consistency index, and viscosity are known, the proposed
pressure-driven model can successfully predict whether extrusion occurs
although it may not be perfect.
iii. Extrusion trials of the candidate materials on the various AM platforms
further validate model predictions in that, extrusion on the AM system is
achieved in all instances where the model predicts it would and vice versa.
iv. The model also indicates regions in the extrusion orifice where pressure is
concentrated. For instance, in DW and FFF, much of the pressure
required to extrude is in the exit region of the die while in BAAM, pressure
is mostly built up in the long nozzle region.
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BAAM System Pressure Monitoring in the Nozzle
Research Questions
i. BAAM system pressure monitoring in the nozzle: How do the transient
start-up pressures in the nozzle relate to steady-state pressures and
influence extrudability?
ii. How do pressure predictions from analytical models and numerical
simulations predictions compare to experimentally measured nozzle
pressures? This work was discussed in Chapter 3.
Overall Conclusions
i. Custom-designed nozzles capable of measuring and recording pressure
distribution were designed and tested on the BAAM extruder system at the
Manufacturing Demonstration Facility, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
during extrusion of ABS 20 wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF.
ii. This design enables process monitoring which is of interest to the AM
community for quality control purposes such as changes in the flow rate
which lead to inconsistent extrusion and print defects when depositing
PPSU 25 wt.% CF.
iii. Transient start-up pressures in BAAM were also quantified for the first
time and inform BAAM operations. In both ABS 20 wt.% CF and PPSU
25 wt.% CF, extrusion above 150 RPM is not recommended for 0.508 cm
nozzle because transient pressures at and above this screw speed
exceed the normal operating pressure of 6.89 MPa and there is a risk of
putting the BAAM out of commission, a process that is costly.
iv. In-situ steady-state pressure measurements were in agreement with the
Hagen-Poiseuille pressure-driven analytical model and were within 10% of
COMSOL simulated pressure drop predictions for ABS 20 wt.% CF. In the
case of PPSU, there is agreement among the experimental steady-state
readings, analytical, and simulated pressure drop predictions.
v. In ABS 20 wt.% the transient pressure is 1.4x – 2x higher than steadystate pressure while for PPSU 25 wt.% CF, transient pressure ranges
between 1.2x – 2.5x higher than steady-state pressures for the 0.508 cm
and 1.016 cm nozzles respectively. Therefore, if steady-state pressure is
correctly predicted using any of the analytical equations, the transient
pressure can be determined.
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Determining Melt Processing Conditions
Research Questions
i. Can thermal and rheological properties be used to identify suitable
processing windows for amorphous thermoplastics on BAAM?
ii. How are key BAAM processing parameters such as screw speed and
deposition temperature influenced by a material’s melt flow behavior? This
work was discussed in Chapter 4.
Overall Conclusions
i. Thermal characterization techniques such as DSC and TGA are useful for
identifying the boundary processing conditions, that allow for an educated
judgement to be made when choosing candidate processing
temperatures.
ii. The ability to process high performance thermoplastics such as PEI and
PPSU composites on BAAM is highly dependent on the rheological
properties.
iii. The viscosity of unreinforced ABS and PPSU decreased by more than
50% with an increase in temperature.
iv. The addition of CF drastically increased the viscosity of ABS (over 4x for
20% by weight CF), PEI (by 2.5x for 20% CF and 3x for 30% CF), and
PPSU (∼5x for 35% by weight CF).
v. Fiber reinforcement also increased the shear thinning effect of both
thermoplastics, showing a potential variation of 2–3x over the range of
expected shear rates: 10–100/s (assuming Cox-Merz rule holds).
vi. The strong impact of various process parameters on the viscosity of high
performance thermoplastics highlights the value of understanding the
rheological behavior of candidate materials for printing with BAAM and
similar extrusion systems.

Practical Printing Application
Material ooze during BAAM extrusion is an issue that has long been observed
but not been quantified or studied. Material ooze impacts final print quality
because of the defects that are caused at the seams during deposition on the
BAAM [78]. In this dissertation, key observations and recommendations are
made that contribute to the knowledge of the occurrence of material ooze
during deposition and how to minimize it when using the BAAM system.
Oozing from the nozzle does not happen in a fraction of a section, but rather,
material comes out very slowly over a long period of time. From a practical
standpoint, the characteristic decay times can be used to inform BAAM
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processing conditions such as screw speed and nozzle geometry for different
composites used. To minimize ooze when depositing, it is recommended that
a larger extrusion orifice be used. In Chapter Three, it was observed that the
1.016 cm nozzle, had the shortest characteristic decay times for both ABS 20
wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF. Shorter characteristic decay times for AM
feedstock are preferred for improved print conditions because it makes it
manageable to keep the “mess” in one spot during deposition and avoid
stringing it along the whole printed part. Similarly, larger nozzle diameters
are preferred because material oozes out faster ensuring that the “mess” is
contained in one area of the print. Faster characteristic decay times are
observed at screw speeds that are greater than 250 RPM. This informs
BAAM operations in that, in order to get a good quality print, deposition for
BAAM materials needs to happen at higher screw speeds to minimize die
ooze and promote good print quality. The viscoelastic behavior of AM
feedstock also influences the characteristic decay time. ABS 20 wt.% CF
which is more shinning and has a higher plateau modulus than PPSU 25
wt.% CF, also has smaller characteristic decay times which informs us that
these are material traits that are desired in other potential AM feedstock.
These material can be enhanced to minimize die ooze for instance by
increasing their shear thinning ability through higher fiber loading to promote
faster relaxation dynamics after deposition on the BAAM extruder at the
Manufacturing Demonstration Facility, Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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BAAM as a Rheometer
Determining Power Law Variables from BAAM Data
Coogan and Kazmer were the first to demonstrate the use of an AM system as a
rheometer [59]. Their FFF rheometer results showed excellent agreement with
capillary and parallel-plate rheometry offline measurements. Given the high
accuracy of their findings, they recommended that pressure measurements and
predictions in AM can be improved using AM systems as in-line rheometers.
To convert BAAM steady-state pressures to viscosity and shear rate values, the
following approach was used.
Given:
𝑃𝐿 𝑄𝐿 & 𝑃𝐻 𝑄𝐻

(1)

where 𝑃𝐿 is the BAAM steady-state pressure at the low screw speed, 𝑄𝐿 is the
volume flow rate at the low screw speed, 𝑃𝐻 is the BAAM steady-state pressure
at the high screw speed, and 𝑄𝐻 is the volume flow rate at the high screw speed.
Governing Equations:
𝑃𝑇𝑂𝑇 = ∆𝑃𝐸 + ∆𝑃𝑁

(2)

where 𝑃𝑇𝑂𝑇 is total pressure drop in the nozzle, ∆𝑃𝐸 is the pressure drop in the
exit region of the nozzle, and ∆𝑃𝑁 is the pressure drop in the nozzle region of the
die.
Hagen-Poiseuille Equation:
∆𝑃 =

8𝜂𝑄𝐿
𝜋𝑅4

(3)

where Q is the volume flow rate, 𝜂 is the material viscosity, L is the length of the
nozzle and R is the radius of the nozzle.
The power-law is used to model the non-Newtonian behavior of polymer melts:
𝜂 = 𝐶𝛾̇ 𝑛−1

(4)

where 𝑛 is the power-law index, 𝐶 is the consistency index, 𝜂 is the viscosity and
𝛾̇ is the shear rate. During extrusion, the apparent shear rate (𝛾̇𝑎 ) at the wall
(assuming no slip) can be determined from the flow rate by:
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4𝑄
𝜋𝑅3

(5)

8 𝐿𝐸
8
𝐿𝑁
𝜂𝐸 4 + 𝜂𝑁 4
𝜋 𝑅𝐸
𝜋 𝑅𝑁

(6)

8𝑄
𝐿𝐸
𝐿𝑁
(𝐶 𝛾̇𝐸𝑛−1 4 + 𝐶 𝛾̇ 𝑁𝑛−1 4 )
𝜋
𝑅𝐸
𝑅𝑁

(7)

𝛾̇𝑎 =
Therefore, to calculate the 𝑃𝑇𝑂𝑇 :
𝑃𝑇𝑂𝑇 =

𝑃𝑇𝑂𝑇 =

𝑃𝑇𝑂𝑇

8𝑄
4𝑄
=
[( 3 )
𝜋
𝜋𝑅𝐸

𝑛−1

𝐿𝐸
4𝑄
)
4 +(
𝑅𝐸
𝜋𝑅𝑁3

𝑛−1

𝐿𝑁
]
𝑅𝑁4

(8)

𝐿𝑁
]
𝑅𝑁4

(9)

Equation 1: (𝑃𝐿 @ 𝑄𝐿 )
8𝑄𝐿 𝐶 4𝑄𝐿
𝑃𝐿 =
[( 3 )
𝜋
𝜋𝑅𝐸

𝑛−1

𝐿𝐸
4𝑄𝐿
)
4 +(
𝑅𝐸
𝜋𝑅𝑁3

𝑛−1

Solve C
−1

(10)

𝐿𝑁
]
𝑅𝑁4

(11)

4𝑄𝐻 𝑛−1 𝐿𝐸
4𝑄𝐻 𝑛−1 𝐿𝑁
[(
)
+ ( 3)
]
𝑅𝐸4
𝑅𝑁4
𝜋𝑅𝑁
𝑄𝐻 𝜋𝑅𝐸3
𝑃𝐻 = 𝑃𝐿
𝑄𝐿
4𝑄 𝑛−1 𝐿𝐸
4𝑄𝐿 𝑛−1 𝐿𝑁
( 𝐿3 )
+
(
)
𝑅𝐸4
𝑅𝑁4
𝜋𝑅𝐸
𝜋𝑅𝑁3

(12)

𝜋𝑃𝐿 4𝑄𝐿
𝐶=
[(
)
8𝑄𝐿 𝜋𝑅𝐸3

𝑛−1

𝐿𝐸
4𝑄𝐿
)
4 +(
𝑅𝐸
𝜋𝑅𝑁3

𝑛−1

𝐿𝑁
]
𝑅𝑁4

Equation 2: (𝑃𝐻 @ 𝑄𝐻 )
8𝑄𝐻 𝐶 4𝑄𝐻
𝑃𝐻 =
[( 3 )
𝜋
𝜋𝑅𝐸

𝑛−1

𝐿𝐸
4𝑄𝐻
)
4 +(
𝑅𝐸
𝜋𝑅𝑁3

𝑛−1

Plug in C

Equation 12 is used to solve for n and then C. The results are tabulated below
along with the viscosity and shear rate graphs.
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Power Law Variables from BAAM Data for ABS 20 wt.% CF
Table A.1. BAAM process parameters for ABS 20 wt.% CF

Nozzle diameter
(cm)
Screw speed
(RPM)
Q (cc/s)
BAAM P (MPa)

0.508

0.762

1.016

50

100

50

350

50

350

1.61
4.07

3.94
5.08

1.76
2.03

8.78
3.19

1.80
0.76

13.02
1.59

Table A.2. BAAM nozzle dimensions for ABS 20 wt.% CF

Nozzle diameter
(cm)
𝐿𝐸 (cm)
𝐷𝑁 (cm)
𝐿𝑁 (cm)
𝐿𝐸 ⁄𝑅𝐸4 (cm)
𝐿𝑁 ⁄𝑅𝑁4 (cm)

0.508

0.762

1.016

1.14
1.02
2.42
274
36

1.14
1.02
2.42
55
36

1.14
1.02
1.02
17
36

0.762

1.016

Table A.3. BAAM shear rates for ABS 20 wt.% CF

Nozzle diameter
(cm)
Screw speed
(RPM)
Exit shear rate
(1/s)
Nozzle shear rate
(1/s)

0.508
50

100

50

350

50

350

125

306

41

204

17

126

15

38

17

84

17
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Table A.4. Numerically solved Power-Law exponent, n for ABS 20 wt.% CF

Nozzle diameter
(cm)
𝑃𝐿 (BAAM)
𝑄𝐿 (BAAM)
𝑃𝐻 (BAAM)
𝑄𝐻 (BAAM)

0.508

0.762

1.016

4.07
1.61
5.08
3.94

2.03
1.76
3.19
8.78

0.76
1.80
1.59
13.02

n = 0.279
PH (Eqn)
3.183

n = 0.375
PH
1.593
(Eqn)
PH
1.594
(BAAM)
C (Pa) 18506
PL
0.76
(BAAM)

Table A.5 Guess n values for ABS 20 wt.% CF

Guess (n)
To make
Equal this
Calculate
& Verify

n = 0.248
PH
5.083
(Eqn)
PH
5.085
(BAAM)
C (Pa)
84019
PL
4.07
(BAAM)

PH
(BAAM)
C (Pa)
PL
(BAAM)

3.189
53880
2.03

Power Law Variables from BAAM Data for PPSU 25 wt.% CF
Table A.6. BAAM process parameters for PPSU 25 wt.% CF

Nozzle diameter
(cm)
Screw speed
(RPM)
Q (cc/s)
BAAM P (MPa)

0.508

0.762

1.016

50

100

100

350

50

350

0.83
3.38

2.34
5.52

1.84
2.34

5.89
3.79

0.96
0.71

4.53
1.93
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Table A.7. BAAM nozzle dimensions for PPSU 25 wt.% CF

Nozzle diameter
(cm)
𝐿𝐸 (cm)
𝐷𝑁 (cm)
𝐿𝑁 (cm)
𝐿𝐸 ⁄𝑅𝐸4 (cm)
𝐿𝑁 ⁄𝑅𝑁4 (cm)

0.508

0.762

1.016

1.14
1.02
2.42
274
36

1.14
1.02
2.42
55
36

1.14
1.02
1.02
17
36

0.762

1.016

Table A.8. BAAM shear rates for PPSU 25 wt.% CF

Nozzle diameter
(cm)
Screw speed
(RPM)
Exit shear rate
(1/s)
Nozzle shear rate
(1/s)

0.508
50

100

100

350

50

350

64

182

43

137

9

44

8

22

18

57

9

44

Table A.9. Numerically solved Power-Law exponent, n for PPSU 25 wt.% CF

Nozzle diameter
(cm)
𝑃𝐿 (BAAM)
𝑄𝐿 (BAAM)
𝑃𝐻 (BAAM)
𝑄𝐻 (BAAM)

0.508

0.762

1.016

3.38
0.83
5.52
2.34

2.34
1.84
3.79
5.89

0.71
0.96
1.93
4.53
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Table A.10 Guess n values for PPSU 25 wt.% CF

Guess (n)
To make
Equal this
Calculate
& Verify

n = 0.471
PH
5.514
(Eqn)
PH
5.516
(BAAM)
C (Pa)
37979
PL
3.38
(BAAM)

n = 0.413
PH (Eqn)
3.790
PH
(BAAM)
C (Pa)
PL
(BAAM)
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3.792
39488
2.34

n = 0.644
PH
1.931
(Eqn)
PH
1.931
(BAAM)
C (Pa) 12050
PL
0.71
(BAAM)

Calculated Viscosities as a Function of Shear Rate for ABS 20 wt.% CF and
PPSU 25 wt.% CF
Melt flow curves showing the calculated viscosities as a function of shear rate for
the three nozzle diameters are shown in Figure A.1 along with the parallel-plate
measurements for the respective materials. It is observed that the melt viscosity
increases with increase in nozzle size in both material resulting in nozzle size
dependent n and C values. However, these results are not in agreement with
what Coogan and Kazmer observed when they used the FFF printer as a
rheometer and therefore warrant further investigation. High viscosity values are
observed in instances where the temperature is low but in this work, nothing
definitive can be said about the impact of temperature in the nozzle on the
viscosity since this was not captured in the tests. The variation in viscosity as a
function of nozzle diameter does not seem to be a function of high shear memory
in the extruder or material relaxation time either. Although it is evident that
different n and C values should be used as inputs for the Hagen-Poiseuille and
COMSOL simulations in order to better extrusion pressures, studies involving the
incorporation of a thermocouple to the BAAM nozzle need to be done to quantify
the impact of temperature on the melt during deposition.

Mesh Sensitivity Study
Systemic mesh independence studies were conducted by refining the mesh
successfully for the BAAM nozzle using COMSOL Multiphysics software to
determine the optimum mesh resolution. Pressure drops across the axial
asymmetric nozzle were observed for different mesh resolutions and are plotted
in Figure A.1 for the 0.508 cm and 1.016 cm nozzles using ABS 20 wt.% CF as
the material. With increase in the number of mesh elements, there was not a
significant difference found. The model appears to be optimized at 54214
elements beyond which no significant changes are noticed. For the simulations
in this dissertation, the normal mesh corresponding to element size used was
54214. Figure A.3 shows the mesh distribution for the 1.016 cm nozzle.

Influence of Exit Geometry and Entry Angle on Simulated
Pressure Predictions
The exit length and entry angles of the BAAM nozzle were varied for the
COMSOL simulated ΔP predictions. The n and C values for ABS 20 wt.% CF (n
= 0.369, C = 20499 Pa.sn) and PPSU 25 wt.% CF (n = 0.77, C = 6031 Pa.sn)
used were experimentally determined using a parallel plate rheometer. Figures
A.4 and A.5 show the different nozzle geometries simulated for the 0.508 cm and
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Figure A.1. Viscosity vs shear rate calculated from BAAM steady-state pressure values for ABS
20 wt.% CF and PPSU 25 wt.% CF
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Pressure drop (MPa)
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Figure A.2. Mesh independence study for the 0.508 cm and 1.016 cm nozzle
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Figure A.3. Exterior image of mesh on the 1.016 cm nozzle
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Full entry angle

0.30” entry length

0.45” entry length

Figure A.4. COMSOL nozzle geometries: 0.508 cm nozzle diameter
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Short entry angle

Full entry angle

0.30” entry length

0.45” entry length

Figure A.5. COMSOL nozzle geometries: 0.762 cm nozzle diameter
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Short entry angle

0.762 cm nozzles, respectively. It was found that varying nozzle exit length and
angle had minimal effect on the COMSOL ΔP predictions for the 0.762 cm nozzle
for ABS 20 wt.% CF (Figure A.6). However, for the 0.508 cm nozzle, having a
longer exit length region and shorter contraction angle had significant effects on
the COMSOL predictions. Since these simulations utilized the parallel-plate
rheometer n and C values, HP and COMSOL predictions greatly underpredicted
BAAM steady-state pressures.
PPSU 25 wt.% CF COMSOL simulated ΔP predictions are very similar to those
of ABS 20 wt.% CF (Figure A.7). Varying the nozzle exit length and entry angle
was found to have no impact on the COMSOL ΔP predictions for the 0.762 cm
nozzle well as in the 0.508 cm nozzle, a longer exit length region and shorter
contraction angle significantly impact the predictions.
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Figure A.6. COMSOL pressure drop predictions for ABS 20 wt.% CF using BAAM nozzles with
varying exit lengths and entry angles
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Figure A.7. COMSOL pressure drop predictions for PPSU 25 wt.% CF using BAAM nozzles with
varying exit lengths and entry angles
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